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PREFACE
With a broad interest in planning cities that direct people towards making sustainable choices, it was not
easy to choose one specific topic for this thesis. However, during an Erasmus exchange that resulted in
friendships all over the continent, my desire to be able to travel through Europe in a sustainable way was
stronger than ever. So, at the end of my semester in Sweden, I decided that I wanted to research how
urban planning could contribute to making rail a more attractive sustainable alternative to aviation.
The supervision by Wendy Tan has been of great value. She has taught me so much; not by spelling out
what must be done exactly, but by asking me the right questions and stimulating me to make my own,
well-argued choices. Thank you for showing me the variety of possibilities in research, and for giving me
the freedom to shape my thesis in a way that I do not only learn as much as possible, but also enjoy
working on it.
This does not mean that the last six months were without struggles, on the contrary; I have definitely felt
the confusion, insecurity and frustration that are often part of the ‘thesis life’, especially during the
proposal phase. However, my family and friends were always there to provide me with much needed
breaks, such as nice walks, picnics, drinks, and the small but powerful ‘home office coffee machine talks’.
I appreciated that very, very much! Many thanks should also go to all fellow students who joined my
brainstorming sessions, and of course to the people who participated in and helped distributing the
survey.
After writing the largest part of this thesis at home in the Netherlands, I am now finalising it in Barcelona,
where I will spend some time for my internship. I feel grateful for having the privilege of studying at a
leading university like the WUR, and for spending parts of my studies abroad.
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ABSTRACT
Introduction | Long-distance travel is expected to increase, along with its environmental impacts. Shifting
towards sustainable travel behaviours such as using rail for long distances is crucial for providing
mobility while reducing the impact on climate change. Long-distance rail use is determined by a wide
variety of factors including psychological factors such as travel perception, although the latter is rarely
researched. Additionally, despite its strong influence on peoples’ intention to use a transport mode, the
perception of stop-related elements remains unexplored in relation to long-distance rail use, especially
for potential users. Objective | Therefore, this thesis aims to analyse how potential users’ perception of
the out-of-vehicle environment influences their intention to use long-distance rail. An understanding of
these factors could contribute to improving the use of rail as sustainable long-distance transport mode.

Methods | An exploratory study was conducted firstly, using vlog analysis to identify what elements in the
out-of-vehicle environment are perceived by long-distance rail users in Europe. This resulted in a set of
measurable indicators to be used in the second phase, a survey. The survey, targeted at young people in
the Netherlands, allowed for an examination of peoples’ perception of the out-of-vehicle environment
as well as their intention to use long-distance rail. Results | Results from 19 analysed vlogs and 104 survey
responses suggest that the out of-vehicle environment is overall perceived positively, with exceptions
for cleanliness, ease of storing luggage and safety in the evening. Although most perceived out-of-vehicle
elements are correlated with intention to use rail, influential relationships are visible to a lesser extent.
Ease of storing luggage, aesthetics, and safety during the evening show to significantly influence the
intention to use long-distance rail. Conclusion and recommendations | This thesis highlighted the
importance of considering the factors that decrease or strengthen their intention to use long-distance
rail. Urban planners can use the findings to improve the out-of-vehicle elements that are perceived
negatively, in particular the elements that have an effect on the intention to use long-distance rail,
including safety and the ease of storing luggage. Recommendations to future research include exploring
the influence of additional factors and the effect of improvements of the out-of-vehicle environment on
actual behaviour.

Key words | long-distance rail, travel behaviour, Theory of Planned Behaviour, perception, out-of-vehicle
environment
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1 INTRODUCTION
Although the number of long-distance trips (often defined as ≥100 km) in passenger travel may be
relatively low (1-2% of all passenger travel), long-distance travel accounts for a high contribution in total
distance travelled (40-45%) and thus CO2 emissions (50%) within passenger travel. As the share of longdistance travel is growing, it is expected that the greenhouse gas emissions associated with it will
increase (Van Goeverden et al., 2016). In light of sustainable development, this mobility trend indicates
a relevance in studying long-distance travel behaviour, which is what this thesis will be focused on.
Air traffic currently forms a high share in long-distance passenger travel in Europe (Rich & Mabit, 2012),
thus a reduction of travel by aviation is crucial in minimizing global warming (Lee et al., 2021). Still, the
ability to travel is widely associated with well-being as it provides mobility and accessibility, which
means that transport plays an important role in people’s quality of life (Delbosc & Currie, 2018). Shifting
to sustainable transport modes for long distances could therefore still provide mobility while reducing
climate change to sustain a liveable future.
A promising alternative for aviation is rail. Substituting short-haul air travel by rail is forecasted to
decrease emissions without significantly weakening peoples’ accessibility (Avogadro et al., 2021).
Additionally, within Europe, almost a third of the busiest short-haul flights already have rail alternatives
under six hours (Greenpeace, 2021). Still, rail covers only 10% of long-distance cross-border travel by
public transport, while the majority of this travel is done by airplane (European Commission, 2021a). The
European Union (EU) recognizes the potential of rail in long-distance travel and aims to stimulate the
modal shift by making passenger rail a more attractive and sustainable alternative. Such a modal shift
could realise the potential benefits; however, passengers are deterred from using rail by several barriers
ranging from travel time to staff presence, and from ticket prices to station access and facilities. Although
eliminating these barriers does not automatically lead to a modal shift (Blainey et al., 2012), their
identification highlights the importance of understanding the factors that play a role in people’s travel
choices when considering measures to promote long-distance rail use as sustainable alternative.
Literature shows that long-distance travel mode choice is determined by a wide variety of factors;
however, they remain unexplored in relation to long-distance rail use. This thesis combines theories of
travel perception and behaviour to explore what factors influence the intention to use the train for long
distances.
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1.1 Knowledge gap
Long-distance travel mode choice has been associated with several influential factors, such as
sociodemographic aspects, trip characteristics, and land use attributes. Limtanakool et al. (2006) used
data from the Dutch National Travel Survey to find that the likeliness to use rail in comparison to car in
long and medium distances is determined by, among others, gender, level of education, household type,
proximity to a railway station and level of urbanisation. The influence of these factors differs slightly
among trip purposes like commuting, business, or leisure. For example, for leisure trips, rail use is
associated with lower incomes, while for business trips, income seems to have no influence on mode
choice. Dargay and Clark (2012) examined National Travel Surveys in Great-Britain and included besides
car and rail also modes like coach and air, and besides business, commute and leisure purposes, also
travelling for holiday and visiting friends and relatives. They focused on sociodemographic factors such
as employment status and income and found that rail and air use are associated with higher incomes.
Arbués et al. (2016) used the National Mobility Survey of Spain to conclude that long-distance rail use is
more likely for younger people and elderly, lower incomes, people departing from a large city and
passengers who intend to stay at their destination for multiple days.
However, travel behaviour is not only determined by sociodemographic aspects and the context;
the way people make choices is also influenced by psychological factors such as their attitudes
towards a behaviour. Although these were not considered in the mentioned studies regarding longdistance travel, Limtanakool et al. (2006) does suggest including psychological factors in future research
to gain a more comprehensive understanding.
A study that did incorporate several psychological factors is done by Wang et al. (2017). They showed
that next to trip and sociodemographic characteristics, also preferences for and satisfaction with a
mode’s service significantly influence mode choice. They included the passengers’ perception of the
importance and quality of service attributes such as safety, efficiency, punctuality, price, and comfort.
Differences between factors’ influence on high-speed rail (HSR) and ordinary train use are found. For
example, ordinary train use is more likely when passengers care about safety and price, while HSR users
find efficiency, comfort and punctuality more important. These findings highlight the influence of
psychological factors on long-distance travel behaviour.
Despite it getting relatively low attention in long-distance travel behaviour research, psychological
factors such as attitudes and perception are widely recognized as important determinants of actual
behaviour through their influence on intention (Ajzen, 1991). The way people perceive a transport mode
as valuable, high quality or satisfactory significantly influences their intention to use the mode (Lai &
Chen, 2011; De Vos & Witlox, 2017; Hou et al., 2021). Travel perception is an important concept to include
in travel behaviour research, as people do not always make choices only based on what is optimal in
their situation, but also on what they experience or perceive to be more satisfactory. Ma and Cao
(2019) point out for example that travel behaviour is influenced by the objective built environment (e.g.
an actual distance, number of shops) via a perception of it (e.g. nearby, sufficient shops).
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Rather than only focusing on the time spent in a transport vehicle, research on travel experience and
perception has adopted a more holistic approach in recent years (Van Lierop et al., 2018). Passengers’
travel experience is not only determined by the service of the transport mode in question, but also the
moments before and after this (Carreira et al., 2013).
Within the more holistic travel research, the environment outside of the transport vehicle (see e.g. Figure
1) in particular is recognized as important. Park et al. (2021) found that elements such as security at
transit stops, safety on walking routes and ease of transfer are not only perceived as important for
passengers and their intention to use the mode in the future, but also in need of improvement according
to their experience. Similarly, Susilo and Cats (2014) point out that especially stop-related aspects such
as safety, staff, information provision and ease of transfer determine the extent to which passengers
perceive their travel as satisfactory. These findings show that the perception of the out-of-vehicle
environment is an important determinant for travel intention and behaviour; however, in relation
to long-distance travel, it is rarely researched.

Figure 1: Impressions of the out-of-vehicle environment (NMBS, 2022)

One paper examined the influence of several perceived out-of-vehicle elements on the intention to use
rail for intercity travel. Losada-Rojas et al. (2019) found e.g. that passengers who think parking near the
station and accessing the station for people with disabilities is easy, were more likely to use intercity rail
in the future. The same was visible for passengers who perceived using rail as comfortable and safe. Still,
intercity rail travel is not equal to long-distance rail. Additionally, the authors point out that the use of
existing and widely used models like the Theory of Planned Behaviour would be helpful in examining
peoples’ intention.
Interesting to see is that the literature often only considers the experience of users to examine factors
that influence their intention or mode choices. Understanding and improving these factors would thus
contribute to a better experience of people who are already using this transport mode. However, people
who regularly use a public transport mode can value very different factors highly than potential users
who never or seldom use this mode (see e.g. dell’Olio et al., 2011; Bellizzi et al., 2020), indicating that
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different approaches might be needed to attract this specific group. The factors that influence
behavioural intention for potential users are rarely the focus of research in long-distance rail travel. This
thesis tries to fill these identified research gaps by aiming to meet the objective formulated in the next
section.

1.2 Objective and research questions
The objective of this thesis is to analyse how potential users’ perception of the out-of-vehicle
environment influences their intention to use long-distance rail. An understanding of these factors could
contribute to improving the use of rail as sustainable alternative for air travel. The main research
question and supporting sub-questions along with their expected outputs are:

RQ

How does potential users’ perception of the out-of-vehicle
environment influence their intention to use rail for long
distances?

Evaluation of out-of-vehicle
elements and their effect on
intention to use long-distance
rail

SQ1

What factors play a role in long-distance rail users’ perception of
the out-of-vehicle environment?

Set of indicators that play a role
in the perception of the out-ofvehicle elements by longdistance rail users

SQ2

How do potential users perceive the out-of-vehicle environment
considering long-distance rail?

Evaluation of the out-of-vehicle
elements by potential users

What is potential users’ intention to use rail for long distances?

Extent to which they are
planning to use long-distance
rail

SQ3

Scientific relevance | This thesis would contribute to scientific literature by adding knowledge to the
research gap in analysing the behavioural intention among potential users to use long-distance rail,
focusing on the influence of the out-of-vehicle environment. The concept of behavioural intention is an
important predictor of transport mode choice; however, it has received limited attention in longdistance travel literature. Additionally, the out-of-vehicle environment is recognized as important for
peoples’ intention and perception but remains unexplored in relation to long-distance travel and
potential users.

Societal relevance | An increase within long-distance travel is expected, along with its impact on climate
change. A modal shift from air to rail as sustainable alternative would reduce this negative impact while
still providing mobility. Identifying factors for potential users that influence their intention to use rail
would therefore not only contribute to an improvement of people’s travel experience, but also benefit
the environment.
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Urban planning relevance | Meeting the objective of this thesis would result in a set of elements in the outof-vehicle environment that influence potential users’ intention to use rail for long distances. Combining
this with the perception of these elements, areas of improvement can be identified with the aim of
keeping current users and attracting potential users of long-distance rail. Having an overview and
working towards these possible improvements is relevant for urban planners given their
interdisciplinary approach to creating a sustainable living environment. Having knowledge of the choicemaking process of travellers is crucial to plan cities and mobility systems in a way that they increase
peoples’ intention to use sustainable travel modes.
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
To understand how the perceived out-of-vehicle environment influences the intention to use longdistance rail, this thesis will combine theories from individual and contextual perspectives on travel
behaviour.
While previously it was assumed that travel choices result from rational thinking about how to gain
maximum utility with minimum costs, it has been recognized that other factors such as emotions or
habits also influence peoples’ decisions. Dijst et al. (2013) explained that compared to an economic or
geographic perspective, psychological views on travel behaviour cover a wider range of influencing
factors. The Theory of Planned behaviour considers these psychological mechanisms and can be
extended with additional predictors (Azjen, 1991), making it highly suitable to examine the influence of
the perceived out-of-vehicle environment on behavioural intention. This chapter introduces the
theoretical concepts and conceptual model (see Figure 4) that form the basis of this research.

2.1 Intention
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is a widely used theory to predict behaviour from a psychological
perspective (Ajzen, 1991). It indicates that actual behaviour depends on the intention of a person to
perform the behaviour and their perceived behavioural control (see Figure 2). Perceived behavioural
control refers to the extent to which people perceive performing the behaviour as easy or difficult for
them. Behavioural intention is influenced by attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural
control, where attitudes refer to the extent to which a person favours the behaviour and subjective
norms indicate the perceived pressure of others on performing the behaviour.

Figure 2: The Theory of Planned Behaviour (adapted from Ajzen, 1991, applied to long-distance rail use)
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The theory assumes that positive attitudes and subjective norms and a high perceived behavioural
control lead to a stronger intention to and thus likelihood of performing the behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). For
this thesis, the behaviour refers to the use of rail for long distances. The TPB has been proven useful in
predicting long-distance travel behaviour, for example by Hou et al. (2021) who found significant positive
relations between the theory’s concepts and the intention to use high-speed rail.

2.2 Long-distance rail
The intention to use long-distance rail is one of the main concepts, thus a clear definition of the term
long-distance rail is required. As this thesis contributes to an understanding of long-distance rail as
sustainable alternative for aviation, it is important to focus on rail routes that could substitute airplane
trips.
More specifically, in this thesis long-distance rail concerns trips between 500 and 1500 km, as for these
distances the use of (high speed) trains is most competitive among the public transport modes. Below
500 km, busses are more likely to be used, and beyond 1500 km, the airplane becomes more competitive
(Wang et al., 2017). Furthermore, this definition allows to focus on routes where rail use would be highly
promising in terms of sustainability: flights below 1500 km are considered short-haul flights, accounting
for almost a quarter of aviation emissions (EUROCONTROL, 2021), while more than a third of these
busiest short-haul flights in Europe have rail alternatives under six hours (Greenpeace, 2021). Longdistance rail in this thesis includes trips made by all types of trains, including high-speed rail (HSR), night
trains, and/or ordinary trains.
Many of Europe’s busiest flights with rail alternatives are domestic flights (Greenpeace, 2021). However,
as the data collection will take place in the Netherlands, it is likely that the long-distance rail crosses the
border, given the trip distance between 500 and 1500 km and the size of the Netherlands. Therefore, this
thesis defines long-distance rail as cross-border rail trips between 500 and 1500 km that serve as
alternatives for flights.

2.3 Perception
The way people perceive transport-related factors is important to consider when analysing individuals’
intention to use a transport mode. For example, Lai and Chen (2011) found that passengers’ perception
of service quality and value significantly influence both their satisfaction with and intention to use the
corresponding public transport mode. Hou et al. (2021) identified a significant positive relationship
between the perceived service quality of high-speed rail and the TPB’s constructs attitude, subjective
norms, and perceived behavioural control, as well as a positive relationship between these concepts and
behavioural intention. This indicates that the influence of perception on travel intention is mediated by
the TPB’s constructs. However, a mutual relationship between the TPB’s constructs and perception may
also be possible. For example, if an individual has the feeling that they will not be able to perform a longdistance rail trip easily due to heavy luggage, they might perceive a station differently. At the same time,
when an individual perceives a station as unsafe, their attitude towards using rail for long-distances may
be negative.
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Perception is an important concept in analysing the influence of an environment on behavioural
intention. This is because the objective environment (e.g. an actual distance, number of shops) can differ
from how it is perceived by an individual (e.g. nearby, sufficient shops). Therefore, the conceptual model
(see Figure 2) distinguishes between the out-of-vehicle environment and the perception of it. The
objective out-of-vehicle environment is excluded from the thesis’ scope as the aim is to focus solely on
peoples’ perception. This also enables the inclusion of potential users of long-distance rail, who may not
have experienced passing through these out-of-vehicle environments.
In this thesis, perception refers to the understanding and evaluation that people have of elements
in the out-of-vehicle environment when considering long-distance rail travel. Important to note is
that it is not necessary for the individuals to have experienced this exact environment; rather, perception
here focuses on the idea that they have of the out-of-vehicle environment.

2.4 Out-of-vehicle environment
It has been recognized that the perception of travel is not only determined by the elements on board of
the vehicle, but also by e.g. the service delivery, waiting conditions, quality of transfers and customer
service (Van Lierop et al., 2018). Park et al. (2021) found that specifically the out-of-vehicle environment
is influential: the better the experience with out-of-vehicle elements, the higher passengers’ satisfaction
and intention to use the corresponding transport mode. Elements included are the waiting area
condition, safety and security at stations, wayfinding, access, ease of transfer and parking (Park et al.,
2021). Similarly, Susilo and Cats (2014) point out that especially stop-related aspects strongly influence
satisfaction with the transport mode, among which the overall station environment, safety, staff, travel
information and the ease of transfer (see Table 1). Although it must be acknowledged that in-vehicle and
system-related factors also play a role in passengers’ perception (Park et al., 2021), the scope of this
thesis is limited to the out-of-vehicle environment due to its dominant influence and its relevance to the
field of urban planning.
Table 1: Out-of-vehicle elements that influence perception and intention, as identified in the literature
Out-of-vehicle elements
Park et al.
(2021)

Susilo and
Cats (2014)

∙
∙

∙
∙

Transfer time and comfort
Waiting area condition (e.g.
seating, crowding)
Safety/security at transit stops
Crime safety on walking routes

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Station facilities
Station environment
Station cleanliness
Station crowdedness
Station location
Toilet availability
Ticket information

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

∙
∙

∙
∙

Traffic safety on walking routes
Walking route condition (e.g.
sidewalk)
Parking (car/motorcycle/bike)
Wayfinding (e.g. signage, visual
cues)
Ease of ticket purchase
Personnel
Ease of transfer
Waiting safety
Waiting temperature
Comfort
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The elements derived from the literature (Table 1) define what the out-of-vehicle environment consists
of. They are used in this thesis to guide the identification of out-of-vehicle elements that are part of a
long-distance rail trip specifically.
As the literature shows, the out-of-vehicle environment does not limit itself to tangible elements within
the train station; it also concerns feelings and other people’s behaviour (e.g., safety, crowdedness), as
well as features surrounding the station (e.g., walking routes, parking facilities). Therefore, the out-ofvehicle environment in this thesis is defined as the set of tangible and intangible elements in and
around the train station, excluding the transport vehicle. As the focus lies on long-distance rail, in
this thesis the out-of-vehicle environment of stations from which long-distance rail departures or arrives
is considered. The Figure 3 below illustrates different parts of the out-of-vehicle environment, including
e.g. seating at platforms, walkability around a station, and station facilities in a main hall.

Figure 3: Examples of out-of-vehicle elements. Top: platform at Leuven (NMBS, 2022); left: surroundings of
Utrecht Central (CU2030, n.d.); right: main hall Gard de l’Est in Paris (Traub, 2021)
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2.5 Satisfaction
Satisfaction can be defined as the extent to which passengers feel content with a public transport mode,
“resulting from the ability of the trip experience to fulfil the passenger’s relevant desires, expectation and
needs” (Lai & Chen, 2011, 320-321). It plays an important role in travel behaviour, as it is not only affected
by, but also affects mode choice and attitudes, indicating a continuous process (De Vos & Witlox, 2017).
Park et al. (2021) found that the perception of the out-of-vehicle environment positively influences their
satisfaction with a transport mode, and therefore their intention to use it. Additionally, Lai and Chen
(2011) show the mediating role of satisfaction: the higher the perceived quality and value of a transport
mode, the higher the satisfaction and thus intention.
As satisfaction results from passengers’ direct experience, it will not be included in the scope of this
thesis. Although it is recognized that the concept plays an important role in travel behaviour, the focus
of this thesis on potential users suggests that examining perception is more suitable than satisfaction,
as potential users have not directly experienced the long-distance rail trip yet and thus cannot express
the extent to which it satisfied them. However, potential users can still express the way they perceive
out-of-vehicle elements; in fact, their perception of transport-related aspects often differs from that of
current users (dell’Olio et al., 2011; Bellizzi et al., 2020).

2.6 Sociodemographic, trip, and land use characteristics
A review of existing literature reveals that the likeliness to use long-distance rail is also associated with
sociodemographic factors, land use attributes, and trip characteristics, as can be seen in Table 2. It is
important to acknowledge their influence and how they relate to the other concepts.
Sociodemographic factors (e.g., age, income) can influence travel intention and behaviour through
attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control (Dijst et al., 2013). For example, young
travellers may have a higher likeliness to use rail for long-distances as they are provided with a travel
discount, possibly generating positive attitudes towards the behaviour.
Besides the individual itself, the context in which the individual needs to make decisions can influence
travel behaviour in various ways. Trip characteristics were identified in the literature review as factors
associated with long-distance rail use. In this thesis, trip characteristics refer to aspects related to a
specific journey. Examples are the trip distance, travel time, purpose, or stay duration. Dijst et al. (2013)
states that contextual factors can influence behaviour both directly and indirectly through the TPB’s
constructs (attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control). For example, if someone
intends to stay at their destination for a week (trip characteristic), they might have a more positive
attitude towards using long-distance rail as the time needed to travel may be perceived lower compared
to when the person intended to stay for just one day. Trip characteristics differ from the system-related
factors as the latter indicate the transport system (e.g., frequency of departures, ticket prices), whereas
the trip characteristics concern a specific trip of a passenger (e.g., purpose, trip distance).
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An important factor that is related to but not necessarily part of trip characteristics is the travel mode
used for access and egress to the station. It is related to trip characteristics in multiple ways; for example,
using the bike to the station affects overall travel time, whereas travelling with the purpose of going on
vacation might deter the person from choosing the bike as access mode. Additionally, the access/egress
mode can be related to the out-of-vehicle environment in two ways; for example, parking availability at
the station may contribute to choosing the car as access mode, whereas people using bikes as access
modes might influence traffic safety around the station.
Land use characteristics also determine the context in which the individual needs to make travel choices,
and thus also influence travel behaviour through the TPB’s constructs (Dijst et al., 2013). For example,
the availability of a train station in a city (land use characteristic) may influence an individual’s
perception of the ease of using rail for long distances. Other examples of land use characteristics are
population density, city size, or level of urbanisation (see Table 2). These are different from the out-ofvehicle environment, as the latter concerns specific elements around outside of the vehicle, whereas
land use relates to the wider area in which the station is located.

Table 2: Factors associated with long-distance rail use, as identified in the literature
Sociodemographic
factors

Trip-related factors

Land use factors

Limtanakool et al.,
2006

Age; household
type; education
level; income;
gender

Purpose

Availability of
railway station;
population density;
urbanisation

Dargay & Clark, 2012

Income

Purpose

Arbués et al., 2016

Age; income

Stay duration

Wang et al., 2017

Age; vocation; level
of education

Distance

Size city of origin

Furthermore, sociodemographic, land use, and trip factors are related to each other, as well as to other
concepts. Land use characteristics could influence the out-of-vehicle environment; for example, a highly
urbanised area could result in a station that offers multiple transport modes to accommodate all urban
transport needs. Additionally, land use determines trip characteristics (e.g., an individual will not
commute to a destination where there is no commercial or industrial area to work), as well as
access/egress modes (e.g., less mixed land use and thus large distances between functions may result in
choosing the car over biking). Sociodemographic factors could also affect access/egress mode, for
example when a physical disability hinders a person from using public transport to access the station.
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Similarly, sociodemographic factors can influence trip characteristics (e.g., retired elderly may not travel
for business purposes).
The role of these concepts is important to recognize; however, since the thesis’ objective is to focus on
the influence of the perceived out-of-vehicle environment on the intention to use long-distance rail, land
use and trip characteristics as well as access/egress mode are excluded from the scope of the empirical
research.
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2.7 Conceptual framework
The theoretical concepts and their relations as explained in the previous paragraphs are illustrated in
the conceptual model (see Figure 4). This conceptual model forms the basis for the research.

Figure 4: The conceptual model

The out-of-vehicle environment, perception and intention are the main concepts; however, other
influential concepts need to be considered as well. A distinguishment is made between concepts that
are included in the scope of the research (dark blue) and concepts that are excluded (light blue),
following the thesis’ objective. Additionally, it shows a difference between concepts related to the
context and the individual. The model assumes that a perception of the out-of-vehicle environment
influences the behavioural intention to use long-distance rail. For example, a station without security
could be perceived as unsafe, possibly leading to unfavourable attitudes and subjective norms thus
decreasing the intention to use long-distance rail. The conceptual model forms the basis of the
methodology, as presented in the next chapter.
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3 METHODOLOGY
The objective of this thesis is to analyse how potential users’ perception of the out-of-vehicle
environment influences their intention to use long-distance rail. In order to meet this objective, a mixed
method approach was used. The mixed method approach refers to a combination of qualitative and
quantitative research techniques. For the empirical research, a qualitative, exploratory study was
conducted first to gain an understanding of the elements that are perceived in an out-of-vehicle
environment by long-distance rail users. This was followed by a quantitative study where the perception
of these elements and relations to potential users’ intention were analysed via a survey. Using a mixed
method approach can have different functions, among which triangulation, facilitation, and
complementarity (Hammersley, 1996). In this thesis, the main function is facilitation as the qualitative
study will help to identify elements to be used as indicators in the quantitative study. Additionally, the
findings from both methods may complement each other, as the exploratory study might reveal
elements that the survey would not, and the survey might indicate relations between factors that the
exploratory study cannot. Figure 5 presents the research design for this thesis.

Problem
background

Theoretical
framework
Conceptual
framework

Phase 1 Exploratory research

log analysis

Phase 2 Survey

ndicators for
out of vehicle
environment

Perceived out
of vehicle
environment

ntention to
use long
distance rail

Results
Conclusion

Discussion

Figure 5: The research design
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This chapter will firstly provide a description of the literature review that was done prior to the empirical
research, to identify the knowledge gap and defining the theoretical concepts as presented in the
previous chapters. Subsequently, the empirical qualitative and quantitative research phases are
presented, including an explanation of the data collection and analysis methods. Lastly, limitations of
the methodology are discussed.

3.1 Literature review
Prior to conducting the empirical research, existing literature was reviewed. This had multiple functions,
including the identification of the knowledge gap and defining the theoretical concepts. Various
combinations of the following terms were used in the search engines WUR library and Google Scholar:
∙

Long-distance

∙

Travel behaviour

∙

Rail

∙

Station

∙

Train

∙

Out-of-vehicle

∙

Passenger experience

∙

Perception

A snowball method was additionally used to find other relevant articles.
In total, 21 articles concerning travel behaviour and perception were used for the literature review, of
which seven were focused specifically on long-distance travel. All articles were peer-reviewed and
published in journals such as Transportation Research, Transport Reviews, Sustainability, or Journal of
Transport Geography. Apart from the articles by Ajzen (1991) and Limtanakool et al. (2006), ten articles
were published between 2011 and 2016, whereas nine were published in the last five years (between
2017 and 2022). The majority of the studies was located in Europe, while three were based in Asia and
another three in North America.

3.2 Phase one: Exploratory study
The first phase of the empirical research focuses on exploring what elements play a role in long-distance
rail users’ perception of the out-of-vehicle environment. Although the literature suggested a set of outof-vehicle elements, it is important to identify the elements that play a role in a long-distance trip
specifically. As the aim here is to explore, a qualitative research method is appropriate. The output of the
exploratory study is a set of elements translated into measurable indicators that can be used for the
second phase.

3.2.1 TYPE OF DATA
The type of data that is examined is video blogs, also known as vlogs. Vlogs are a means for people to
express how they perceive or experience a product or service, and thus function as valuable data sources
for this thesis. Additionally, vlogs are relatively well available and accessible. In comparison to e.g.
interviews, the selection of vlogs requires less time as they are already available online and often include
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a transcription of what is said. Studying vlogs is therefore a highly efficient way to explore the out-ofvehicle elements perceived by passengers of long-distance rail.

3.2.2 COLLECTION
Vlog selection
Through a search on YouTube, 19 relevant and appropriate vlogs were selected. YouTube is a widely used
platform where user-generated content can be shared online. Various combinations of the following
terms were used to search on YouTube:
∙

Long-distance

∙

Report

∙

Rail

∙

Travel vlog

∙

Train

∙

Europe

∙

Travel

∙

International

∙

Trip

∙

Interrail

∙

Experience

∙

Station

∙

Review

Additionally, specific rail routes that serve as alternative for the busiest European short-haul flights
(Greenpeace, 2021) were included in the search to enlarge the number of relevant vlogs. Appropriate
videos were selected by adopting the following criteria: the vlog concerns a review of a long-distance rail
trip within Europe (500-1500 km), the vlog includes a review or experience of the out-of-vehicle
environment, the vlog uses English or Dutch language, and the vlog is not sponsored. The latter is
important so that it can be assumed that the video-maker’s perception is not influenced by a sponsored
collaboration, to avoid bias. Figure 6 shows a print screen of a YouTube search, and search result.

Figure 6: Example of a YouTube search

During the selection of vlogs, it became clear that the video-makers were either ‘rail vloggers’ that are
highly interested and skilled in reviewing rail trips, or ‘regular vloggers’ who simply documented their
travel that coincidentally was done by rail. Although they might have differing interests and motivations
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for sharing videos, both types of vloggers complement each other. Rail vloggers may naturally perceive
a rail trip as enjoyable due to their interest in experiencing and reviewing them; however, they give a
comprehensive view as they aim to include every possible aspect of the trip in the video. Additionally,
their experience in reviewing rail travels may cause them to have a more critical perspective on the trip.
On the other hand, although regular vloggers may not record every detail of their trip experience, they
might share a perception that is closer to what a regular passenger’s perspective may be. To ensure that
the identified elements did not result from a one-sided perspective, a combination of videos from both
rail and regular vloggers was selected as can be seen in Table 3. Figure 7 shows a spatial overview of the
train routes in the selected vlogs.

Table 3: Selected vlogs for analysis

Regular
vloggers

Rail
vloggers

Journey

Trip distance

Length of video

Ajaccio, France – Naples, Italy

704 km

40:06

Stockholm, Sweden – Copenhagen, Denmark

657 km

12:10

Paris, France – Munich, Germany

843 km

04:40

Göttingen, Germany – Vienna, Austria

783 km

10:59

Malmö, Sweden – Vienna, Austria

1.167 km

21:10

Amsterdam, The Netherlands – Vienna, Austria

1.146 km

07:32

Frankfurt, Germany – Prague, Czech Republic

516 km

08:36

Budapest, Hungary – Bucharest, Romania

834 km

08:00

Prague, Czech Republic – Milan, Italy

871 km

17:28

Madrid, Spain – Barcelona, Spain

624 km

11:12

Munich, Germany – Cologne, Germany

517 km

08:16

Madrid, Spain – Lisbon, Portugal

634 km

24:23

London, United Kingdom – Amsterdam, The Netherlands

540 km

11:50

Milan, Italy – Paris, France

851 km

25:03

Vienna, Austria – Brussels, Belgium

1.103 km

29:57

Paris, France – Milan, Italy

851 km

12:16

Amsterdam, The Netherlands – Berlin, Germany

656 km

11:48

Venice, Italy – Vienna, Austria

585 km

18:08

Rome, Italy – Vienna, Austria

1.122 km

31:53
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Figure 7: Schematic map of the location of routes in the selected vlogs, made by the author using Google My
Maps (2022)

Note-taking
While watching the selected videos, detailed notes were taken. Detailed notes were preferred over full
transcriptions due to the exploratory nature of this study phase, and limited time available. Additionally,
notes can also entail other observations in the videos that are not captured in transcriptions, such as the
presence of elements in the out-of-vehicle environment that are not specifically mentioned, or facial
expressions that help interpret what is said by the video-maker. The detailed notes were mainly taken
during the parts in the vlog that are focused on the time before the video-maker enters the vehicle, and
after they exit. However, the entire videos were scanned to ensure that additional comments relevant to
the out-of-vehicle environment were not missed. The detailed notes were documented in a note-taking
format (see Appendix I), which provides a specification of the trip, a description of what is observed at
what time in the video, and an additional reflection of the observation. An observation note was taken
when the video-maker comments on something relevant to the out-of-vehicle environment. This could
include a quote or description of what is literally said, expressed or described in text in the video.
Additionally, reflection notes were made to interpret the observation. For example, consider the
following quote:
“Not only did we get off the train a stop too early, now we got in the subway going the
wrong direction. [...] We followed the signs, but somehow it was going the opposite way”
(Joanna Krueger, 2022, 03:36)
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This was interpreted as: poor or incorrect signage within station leads to frustration and travel hindrance
(see Figure 8 and Appendix II). This interpretation helped to further analyse the detailed notes, and to
translate them into measurable indicators. All vlogs were accessed and reflected upon in the period
between 24-04-2022 and 16-05-2022.

Vlog title: Day 3: Paris to Munich
Publishing channel: Joanna Krueger (8)
Publication date: 16-07-2017
Origin-destination (distance): Paris, France – Munich, Germany (843 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:03:36] “Not only did we get off the train a stop too early, now
Poor or incorrect signage within
we got in the subway going the wrong direction. [...] We
station leads to frustration and
followed the signs, but somehow it was going the
travel hindrance
opposite way.”
Poor wayfinding at train station
to other transport modes leads to
travel ‘mistakes’

Figure 8: Excerpt from the detailed notes (see also Appendix II)

3.2.3 ANALYSIS
The detailed notes were analysed by reading them carefully and writing down an indicator for each
mentioned out-of-vehicle element. For example, the reflection note mentioned above (poor or incorrect
signage within station leads to frustration and travel hindrance) was translated into the indicators ease of
wayfinding within station and clarity of signage. This highlights the importance of the reflection notes in
addition to the observation notes; it is crucial to not only identify an element, but also examine the way
in which it is perceived so that an indicator can be created. For example, seating could be identified as
an out-of-vehicle element; however, it must be clear if this concerns e.g. the availability of seating, or the
comfort. Most elements therefore consist of multiple indicators. An indicator was created not necessarily
if something was mentioned many times in the vlogs or deemed as highly important, but merely when it
was found to be part of the long-distance trip and perceived in a certain way. This allowed for the
identification of an elaborate collection of factors, apart from their frequency in the vlogs.
To develop a comprehensive, yet concise set of indicators for the perceived out-of-vehicle environment,
indicators were merged or divided if necessary. For example, aesthetics interior and exterior were
merged into aesthetics, and ease of wayfinding was divided into within the station and around the station.
Additionally, the set was complemented by indicators deemed as important in the literature. This was
done by comparing the findings with the theoretical framework (see Section 2.4; Out-of-vehicle
environment). For example, although safety was not clearly mentioned in the vlogs, it is an important
out-of-vehicle element that influences people’s perception of a trip (Park et al., 2021; Susilo & Cats,
2014), and thus included in the set. Some indicators initially created were eventually excluded. For
example, presence and helpfulness of staff were excluded as they are considered to be system-related
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elements (Park et al., 2021), rather than as part of the out-of-vehicle environment. This also applied to
ease of ticketing at the station and travel information provision.

3.3 Phase two: Survey
The second phase of the empirical research uses a quantitative method and focuses on perception of the
out-of-vehicle environment and intention to use long-distance rail. A survey is chosen as data collection
method as it allows for measuring the perception and intention of a variety of (potential) users, as well
as for identifying relationships between the different concepts.

3.3.1 TARGET GROUP
The survey was targeted at young people (≤27) in the Netherlands. Young people are likely to still be
forming travel habits that can be continued in later life. Furthermore, although the share of young
travellers is growing within tourism, they are often not the focus of travel-related studies (Han et al.,
2017). Targeting this thesis on young people therefore minimizes the lack of academic attention to young
travellers. Additionally, the gained knowledge can be used to attract young travellers to use longdistance rail and therefore contribute to the formation of sustainable travel habits of this increasing
group.
As part of the European Year of Youth 2022, the EU aims to empower youth by encouraging them to use
sustainable transport modes for long-distance travel, for example by using financial incentives
(European Commission, 2021b). Within Europe, people of 27 or younger are offered a discount on rail
travel passes (see e.g. Interrail, n.d.). Studying this target group thus contributes to an understanding of
what factors in the out-of-vehicle environment are important to the intention to use long-distance rail,
while financial barriers may be decreased. Furthermore, young people are assumed to be well-reachable
given the author’s age and social environment. t was not necessary that the respondents were of Dutch
nationality; however, the data collection took place in the Netherlands. Therefore, Dutch and English
versions of the survey were created to extend the scope of possible respondents.

3.3.2 COLLECTION
In total, 104 surveys were completed in the period from 07-06-2022 to 12-07-2022. Prior to distributing
the survey, a pilot among five people (fellow students, relatives) was conducted to understand how
many minutes were needed to fill in the survey. Additionally, adjustments to the survey were made
according to the respondents’ comments to optimize the clarity. These adjustments included reducing
the number of words, clarifying vague terms, or changing the formulation of questions. For example,
feeling of safety was separated into safety during the day and during the evening. Some separate
questions were merged into a grid format, reducing the time needed to answer multiple similar
questions.
The final survey was conducted in the online format Google Forms. An online survey format was chosen
due to the ease of storing and entering the data for analysis. Additionally, an online survey could possibly
reach a larger group of respondents, as it is independent of physical distribution at a certain time and
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location. The target group is assumed to be generally familiar with online surveys, as well as wellapproachable through online communication channels. Online distribution was done through the
author’s personal social media (WhatsApp, Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook), using an image to grab the
readers’ attention (see Figure 9) and a text describing the aim of the survey. This was done in both Dutch
and English. After three weeks of online distribution, QR-codes linked to the online survey were created
and printed on flyers with Dutch descriptions, after which the flyers were distributed throughout the
author’s neighbourhood to possibly enlarge and diversify the sample. However, this last technique
resulted in a limited number of additional responses.

Figure 9: Image used for social media posts (English version)
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3.3.3 SURVEY OUTLINE
The survey required four crucial parts: travel experience to identify users and potential users, the
perception of the out-of-vehicle environment considering long-distance rail use, the intention to use
long-distance rail, and personal characteristics. The outline of the survey is as follows.

Introduction
Firstly, a clear and concise introduction about the topic, the goal of the thesis and the management of
the results is given, to ensure that the respondent is informed about the conditions of participating in
the survey. If they agreed to the use of their data and were still willing to participate, they were directed
to the first section. If not, they were directed to the end of the survey. Figure 10 shows what respondents
see when opening the survey link.

Figure 10: Excerpt from the introduction page of the survey (English version)

Section 1: Travel experience
The first section asked about respondents’ travel experience. Simple questions (such as: Have you ever
used the train for long distances before?) were asked first to make the respondent familiar with the
survey. Additionally, a question regarding their current long-distance travel mode choice was required
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to distinguish between users and potential users of long-distance rail. People stating that they currently
use the train as their main transport mode for long distances are considered users, while the remaining
group is considered potential users.

Section 2: Perception of the out-of-vehicle elements
The second section focused on perception. Respondents were asked to indicate how they perceive
different elements of the out-of-vehicle environment when considering long-distance rail, using a fivepoint Likert-scale. The elements and indicators were derived from the findings from the vlog analysis in
phase one. To avoid jargon and possible confusion, the term ‘out-of-vehicle environment’ was replaced
by ‘station’ if suitable. Long-distance rail and all elements were clearly defined to ensure a common
understanding among the respondents. An excerpt of the section is presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Excerpt from section 2 of the survey (English version)
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Section 3: Intention to use long-distance rail
The third section addressed the respondents’ intention to use long-distance rail, as well their attitudes,
subjective norms and perceived behavioural control towards this. This was also done using statements
and a five-point Likert-scale. The (formulation of) items in this section were based on suggestions by
Ajzen (2006) and research that used the Theory of Planned Behaviour in the context of intercity and HSR
travel (Peng et al., 2014; Hou et al; 2021). Figure 12 below shows the way in which respondents were
asked about their attitudes towards long-distance rail.

Figure 12: Excerpt from section 3 of the survey (English version)

Section 4: General information
The fourth section focused on questions regarding general information about the respondent. Age,
gender, and highest completed education level were asked because according to the existing literature
these sociodemographic factors determine the likeliness to use long-distance rail. Therefore, these
factors are relevant to identify possible differences in intention and perception among age groups,
genders, and education.
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Throughout the survey, a mix between types of questions is provided. This is important to maintain the
attention of the respondent in a relatively long survey of five to ten minutes. For example, within a block
of statements for which the respondents need to indicate to what extent they (dis)agree, one statement
would be formulated in a negative way (e.g., It is difficult for me to use the train for long distances).
Additionally, after a block of such statements, the formulation of questions changes to indicating the
extent to which their perception of an element is positive or negative (e.g., very safe vs. very unsafe). The
variety in the formulation of questions is also visible in the excerpts of the survey (see Figures 10, 11, 12).
Furthermore, throughout the different sections, respondents were reminded that it is important to
imagine taking the train for a long-distance trip. See Appendix III for the complete content of the survey.

3.3.4 ANALYSIS
The data from the online surveys were prepared for analysis using Microsoft Excel. All variables were
provided with concise and suitable variable names, and responses were converted into numbers. The
responses from the English and Dutch surveys were combined in one file. The Excel-file was opened in
SPSS (version 27.0.1.0) to carry out analyses. Descriptive analyses were conducted firstly to describe the
characteristics of the sample population, looking at e.g. the number of potential users, or the percentage
of female respondents within this group. Additionally, descriptive analyses helped to examine the mean
perception of each out-of-vehicle element, as well as mean attitudes, subjective norms, perceived
behavioural control and intention to use long-distance rail. Significant differences between current
users and potential users and genders were identified with Mann-Whitney U-tests.
Relations between the perceived out-of-vehicle elements and intention, as well as relations between the
TPB’s constructs and intention were examined. This was done by looking at the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient, which indicates if and how strongly the concepts and intention are correlated. Lastly, linear
regression analyses were conducted, with the perceived out-of-vehicle elements and the TPB’s
constructs as independent variables, and intention as dependent variable. This enabled to identify
whether these concepts have a significant effect on the intention to use rail.
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3.4 Limitations
The following sections address the limitations of the research methods. For each research phase, the
validity and reliability are discussed.

3.4.1 PHASE ONE: EXPLORATORY RESEARCH
Validity
Although the literature has shown out-of-vehicle elements that are of importance in a public transport
trip, no research has been conducted to explore what elements are part of a long-distance rail trip
specifically. Therefore, a combination of inductive and deductive approaches was used for the vlog
analysis. Still, despite the efficiency of the vlog analysis, this method may be limited. Some elements
that are part of a trip experience could be excluded from the vlog if a video-maker unconsciously
experiences them, or if they deem it as irrelevant for their viewers. Interviewing could be a way to
uncover a more comprehensive set of elements, as there is the possibility to ask open and probing
questions. Still, vlogs are made at the exact moment of travelling, therefore, they are preferred over
interviews where participants have to recall their experience and perception.
In terms of external validity, some issues may occur in the exploratory research phase. For example, the
use of vlogs excludes long-distance rail passengers from the sample who do not create and publish
videos, which is probably the majority of the total population of long-distance rail passengers. To
increase the generalizability as much as possible, a high number of vlogs (19) made by both ‘regular’ and
‘rail’ vloggers is selected, and all videos were made by different vloggers. Additionally, although some
stations were addressed in multiple vlogs, diversity in routes was ensured. Only two vlogs covered the
same route; however, they differ in directions (Milan to Paris vs. Paris to Milan). Diversity in route
distances was also established, ranging from 516 km to 1.167 km. However, as most videos concerned trips
in either Central-, South- or West-Europe, a higher share of routes in North- or East-Europe in the vlog
selection could have increased the generalizability of the research.

Reliability
Although the combination of rail and regular vloggers provided a complementary approach to explore
the perception of out-of-vehicle elements, biases could occur. Rail vloggers may have the intention to
inspire others to take the train more often, as is for example the case for Simply Railway “My goal
through the channel is to convert people from travelling by plane and car to a rail alternative, because the
journey matters” (Simply Railway, n.d.). This could lead to them sharing their experience (un)consciously
in a more positive way. Still, rail vloggers are included in the thesis as they may document their
experience more comprehensively than a regular vlogger. Additionally, rail vloggers often use a critical
lens to review the trip due to their many past experiences, which may counteract the positive bias. It was
ensured that the videos included positive, as well as negative experiences and evaluations of the out-ofvehicle environment.
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Besides the bias of the video-maker, my position as a researcher could have influenced the selection of
videos and interpretation of the vlog content. For example, my positive view on long-distance rail as a
sustainable transport mode could lead to a different interpretation of comments in the video then
someone who is e.g. less concerned with the environmental impact of travelling. Still, similar to the
situation of rail vloggers, a critical lens due to my aim to improve the long-distance rail system may
counteract my positive bias. Additionally, the vlogs were carefully examined while taking the detailed
notes, so that misunderstandings between the message of the vlogger and my own interpretation are
minimized.

3.4.2 PHASE TWO: SURVEY
Validity
To measure the perception of out-of-vehicle environment, the survey asked the respondent to indicate
their understanding of the different elements while considering making a long-distance rail trip.
However, this could be highly dependent on what the respondents base their perception on. Current
users may have very different prior experiences with long-distance rail on which they base their
perception of out-of-vehicle environments. Potential users may base their perception on experiences
with travelling shorter distances or with other modes, or on what they see in the media. Although it is
unknown what it is exactly that determines respondents’ perception, this thesis is merely interested in
the perception itself, in order to be able to use this information while attracting people to use longdistance rail. Additionally, perception may not reflect reality. Still, as perception is an important concept
that affects travel behaviour, it is considered to be more relevant than examining the objective
environment.
Regarding the respondents’ intention to use long-distance rail, three questions that are slightly different
were asked. Although the extent to which people indicate their intention in the survey could differ from
their actual intention and behaviour, the current measurement method is still considered accurate as it
is a widely used means of measuring intention, especially when linked to the Theory of Planned
Behaviour.
The literature review led to the assumption that the out-of-vehicle environment influences peoples’
perception of it and therefore their intention to use long-distance rail; however, it must be recognized
that alternative causes for intention can also exist. The conceptual model as presented in chapter 2
shows that other concepts could influence the relationship between the perceived out-of-vehicle
environment and intention. For example, factors such as car-ownership, disabilities, or proenvironmental attitudes could also determine the intention to use long-distance rail. Although time
constraints did not allow for an examination of all possible concepts, the inclusion of more concepts
could have made the findings about the assumed relationship more valid.
Targeting the survey on only young people in the Netherlands in this thesis may cause the results to not
be representative for all potential users of long-distance rail, as this could be anyone who does not
currently use rail as their main mode for long distances. Still, focusing on this target group within the
time constraints is highly relevant considering their growing share in travelling and their formation of
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travel habits. To ensure that the results are generalizable to all young people in the Netherlands, effort
has been made to gather a diverse sample, consisting of different age groups, educational levels, and
genders.
Eventually, the sample was not as large and diverse as what was aimed for, possibly due to the limited
timeframe, as well as the use of personal social media channels for distribution. Additionally, the use of
an online survey may have excluded people from the target group who do not have (the same extent of)
access to online platforms. Therefore, means or differences in perception and intention between
subgroups within the sample may not apply to the real population. For example, while the results of this
thesis might suggest that current users have more positive attitudes towards using long-distance rail
than potential users do, this may not reflect the reality for all young people in the Netherlands. However,
the results are still valid as they do not only indicate mean attitudes and perceptions, but also identify
relations between these concepts and the intention to use rail. Thus, in light of examining how longdistance travel behaviour is determined, the results of the survey are highly useful.

Reliability
Although the survey introduction highlighted that there are no right or wrong answers, and that the data
would be used solely for this thesis, participant biases could occur. For example, some respondents
could have had the tendency to give socially desirable answers when they were asked about their
intention to use long-distance rail in the future. Additionally, the order of the questions as well as the
length of the survey could have influenced the answers. For instance, a respondent could be less focused
at the end of the survey, possibly resulting in less accurate answers.
These biases were tried to be minimized as much as possible by e.g. reducing the amount of text in the
survey and providing different types of questions to keep the respondents’ attention. Additionally, ‘easy’
questions regarding prior use were asked in the beginning to let the respondent get familiar with the
format and topic of the survey. Other relatively easy questions regarding socio-demographic
characteristics were asked at the end, so that if the respondents’ attention would decrease at the end of
the survey, this would influence the answers to the more complex questions in the middle as limited as
possible.
My position as a researcher may have influenced the formulation of questions and thus indirectly the
responses. Effort has been made to use formulations that would not direct a respondent towards a
certain answer. Additionally, the use of jargon was avoided by choosing words as ‘station’ over ‘out-ofvehicle environment’. A pilot survey was conducted to ensure a common and clear understanding of all
parts of the survey by different people, and to minimize the researcher’s own bias.
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4 LONG-DISTANCE RAIL CONTEXT
Prior to reporting the results of the survey, this chapter will outline the context in which the results
should be placed. As most of the data collection took place in the Netherlands, it is important to describe
the current (inter)national policies concerning and status of long-distance rail use that may play a role
in the outcome of the research. The chapter will firstly explore the broader European context, after which
it will focus on the Netherlands.

4.1 Long-distance rail in Europe
Whereas trains used to be the main transport mode to cross through Europe in the 19th century, the rise
of car use and fast and cheap flights made long-distance travel more accessible for a broader public,
causing several rail connections to disappear from 1910 on and especially between 1960-2010 (MartíHenneberg, 2013). Although some cross-border rail connections remained, those were often only
bridging the major cities, resulting in less dense regions to be excluded from the international rail
network. It is argued that “the system of direct international trains connecting distant places once a day
or even only several times a week has transformed into a system of shorter, medium-distance services and
more frequent (typically a minimum of 4 or 5 times a day) services” (Seidenglanz, 2021, 2). The longerdistanced journeys in Europe are now dominated by car use and aviation (Rich & Mabit, 2012).
Although the sustainability of rail is recognized and efforts have been made to (re)create an accessible
rail network, the latter faces several barriers. The European rail network that was constructed in the 19th
century has “mainly been the product of separate national policies that have produced a single,
interconnected, structure rather than of a truly unified network” (Martí-Henneberg, 2013, 132). This
national orientation is still present and influences the way that decisions concerning rail are taken,
mostly focussing on the national demand rather than international goals (Martí-Henneberg, 2013).
Additionally, national regulations hinder the development of efficient cross-border rail connections.
However, the European Union (EU) recognizes the importance (re)creating an accessible rail network,
and attempts to tackle these, among others, regulative barriers.
The EU aims to enhance the rail network for long-distance cross-border passenger travel in order to
achieve an attractive and more sustainable mobility system in Europe. In their recent Action Plan (2021),
the European Commission sets out ten actions that should guide the rail industry, Member States and
the EU towards this goal. Next to tackling regulative barriers that hinder the development of crossborder rail, actions include increasing the availability of rolling stock and supporting the development
of user-friendly ticketing systems (European Commission, 2021a). Another action is focused on
empowering youth to “support the next generation in choosing a sustainable mode of transport”
(European Commission, 2021a, 16), relevant to both the recent European Year of Rail 2021 and the
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current European Year of Youth 2022. Concrete actions to encourage young people to use long-distance
rail are for example the DiscoverEU programme and financial support for Erasmus+-related travels.
Moreover, most rail services in Europe offer a discount for people aged 27 or younger (see e.g. NS
International, n.d.-a; Interrail, n.d.). Furthermore, the EU aims to enhance the TEN-T1 network (see Figure
13) and to improve its integration with the multimodal transport system. Still, due to the national
orientation that is present, the European Court of Auditors (2018) doubts the EU’s ability to ensure that
the Member States approach rail development from the broader European perspective that is needed to
establish an extensive, efficient, and attractive long-distance rail network. However, efforts are being
made to work towards this goal, for example by the in 2021 established EU-Rail that aims to develop a
Single European Rail Area by focusing on integration and rail efficiency (Europe’s Rail Joint Undertaking,
n.d.).

Figure 13: Schematic map of the TEN-T network that the EU aims to develop (European Commission, n.d.)

The TEN-T network refers to the Trans-European Transportation Network, a policy focusing on connectivity
throughout the EU regions and that is recently revised to include a stronger emphasis on sustainable
transportation and, accordingly, the rail network (European Commission, 2021c).
1
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Currently, some major cities are connected by high-speed and night trains. The connections enable
people to cross through Europe relatively quickly, with e.g. direct high-speed trains from London to
Rotterdam under 3:30 hours (Eurostar, n.d.), or overnight trains from Amsterdam to Munich (NS
International, n.d.-b). Although currently a third of the busiest European short-haul flights already has
rail alternatives under 6 hours (Greenpeace, 2021), long-distance cross-border travel by public transport
is still dominated by aviation, while the share of rail use remains limited (European Commission, 2021b).
The pandemic has furthermore complicated the development towards an extensive long-distance rail
network, as multiple high-speed and night train connections have been cancelled (Greenpeace, 2021).
Still, new connections are being made, such as the recently (in June 2022) launched night train from
Amsterdam to Gothenburg (GreenCityTrip, n.d.).
Although the market approach to passenger rail services is stated to be of importance in maintaining low
prices (European Commission, 2021a), the cost of a train ticket remains one of the main barriers to using
rail, especially when comparing ticket fares with low-cost airlines (Blainey et al., 2012). Some
(inter)national pilots offering discounts or even free train use have been successful in attracting rail
travellers, such as the €9-ticket in Germany and temporary free rail use in Spain (The Guardian, 2022),
and nterrail’s 50th anniversary discounts (Treinreiziger, 2022). This again highlights the importance of
creating an efficient and accessible system to ensure that people shift from using aviation to using the
European rail network that is in development.

4.2 Long-distance rail in the Netherlands
Long-distance rail within the Netherlands is not very likely; given the size of the country, long-distance
rail trips are likely to cross the border. Good integration with the European rail network is therefore
crucial. NS (Nederlandse Spoorwegen) is in charge of transporting passengers on the main Dutch
railways, which are managed by ProRail. Although NS and ProRail are private companies, the Dutch
national government sets regulations and checks compliance with them, in order to meet and protect
passengers’ wishes. Despite their work in the Netherlands, both companies are involved in the
transformation towards the Single European Rail Area, working closely with the recently established EURail (ProRail, 2022). Around 35 stations in the Netherlands currently provide rail connections that cross
the border, of which 13 stations accommodate high-speed trains such as the Thalys, Eurostar and ICE
(Wikipedia, n.d.).
Although this thesis does not specify for travel purpose, looking at data for holiday travel within Europe,
Dutch people cross the border mostly by car (47%) or airplane (43%) (KiM, 2020). However, for shorter
stay durations up to seven days, the train dominates as transport mode. Train users are mostly young
people between 18 and 29 years old, living in urbanised areas, and part of a higher social class (the latter
of which relates to education level and vocation). The train was chosen as holiday travel mode mostly
due to its ease, comfort, and price, but also because of its impact on the environment. Although the
transport to most destinations in Europe is strongly dominated by car use and aviation, for Paris, London
and Berlin, the share of train use by Dutch people is relatively high (29%, 15% and 27% respectively; KiM,
2020), possibly due to the high-speed rail connections.
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If we disregard travel purpose and look at data from the Dutch mobility survey (ODiN), long-distance
journeys between 500 and 1500 km are strongly dominated by car use. However, trips made by airplane
excluded from the dataset, as the research focuses on daily travel within the Netherlands. The data
shows, similar to the previously mentioned research, that train users of journeys between 500-1500 km
are mostly between 18 and 29 years old, and highly educated (CBS, 2022).
Exact data for long-distance (500-1500 km) cross-border travel by people in the Netherlands people for
all travel purposes and modes is not available; however, the two datasets mentioned above can help
outlining the context from a broader perspective.
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5 RESULTS
The results of the empirical research are presented in this chapter. Firstly, the indicators derived from
the exploratory vlog analysis (phase one) are explained, after which the outcomes and analysis of the
survey (phase two) are described.

5.1 Out-of-vehicle environment for long-distance rail
Phase one focused on exploring what out-of-vehicle elements are perceived by passengers of a longdistance rail trip. The following paragraphs describe all elements and their indicators that are derived
from the vlog analysis, illustrated by relevant quotes from the detailed notes. The final list of elements
and indicators is presented in Table 4.

5.1.1 FUNCTIONS WITHIN STATION
The vlog analysis showed that passengers of long-distance rail trips regularly mention the availability
of (food) shops within the station building. These are often used while waiting for the next train or
another mode of transport, as illustrated by the following quote:
From what we’ve seen there’s a shopping mall [...] downstairs, so we’re probably going to
check that out.
(Ash & Kels, 2022, 00:43)
Additionally, the availability of other functions including bathrooms and charging points for devices
was mentioned to be part of the out-of-vehicle environment of long-distance rail trips. Three videomakers mentioned they stored their luggage at the train station, often while waiting for a transfer and/or
exploring the surroundings of the station, resulting in a separate indicator for this element (ease of
storing luggage).
Besides exploring or visiting the (food) shops within the train station, passengers tried to spend their
waiting time on the station also by e.g. relaxing in a lounge or eating. Therefore, the possibility of
activities while waiting resulted in an indicator. The following quote indicates the value of these
possibilities during a long-distance trip:
[A specific area at the station] is perfect to spend some time before the departure. You can
avoid the chaos of the crowd and chill a bit, eating, spotting and watching trains.
(Travel in Europe of Train, 2021, 01:27)
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Additionally, the availability of a comfortable seating area was shown several times to be part of the
trip. This was not only verbally mentioned by the video-makers (e.g. “we now find ourselves in a little
waiting area which just features a few seats”) but was also visible in the camera shots where the videomakers have to sit on the ground while waiting (see Figure 14). This example is illustrated by the
following observation note:
Video-makers are sitting on the ground (no chair/bench) while waiting, in winter jackets,
gloves, hats.
(Ash & Kels, 2022, 02:41)
A last indicator for the functions within the station is the ease of walking within the station. This
concerns the possibility of getting around the station building and platforms while e.g. carrying luggage
or using a wheelchair (see Figure 14). This was mostly visible in the vlogs when the passengers could
easily walk through the station with their luggage using elevators, escalators, or travelators (moving
walkways). A video-maker mentioned the ease of getting around the station:
Let’s reach the main hall, thanks to the elevator. I’ll show you how easy it is.
(Travel in Europe of Train, 2021, 01:38)

Figure 14: Left: vloggers show a lack of comfortable seating areas (Ash & Kells, 2022, 02:41); right: vloggers
struggle with walking with luggage in the station (The Passport Couple, 2022, 13:45)

5.1.2 STATION CONDITION
The condition of the station building as an element consists of three indicators. Firstly, the maintenance
of the station that concerns e.g. the quality of the building is illustrated by the following quote (see also
Figure 15):
Here is the old train station. For some reason abandoned [...] because it is falling apart.
(Gabriel Traveler, 2022, 07:41)
Cleanliness of the station has been mentioned as part of the out-of-vehicle environment. For example,
one video-maker mentioned while talking about the platforms:
Everything is very clean, love Austria.
(Travel in Europe of Train, 2021, 29:23)
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The aesthetics of a train station were referred to in 10 of the 19 vlogs. This concerned either the interior
of the building (see Figure 15), the exterior, or the outside views from e.g. the waiting area. For example:
One of the things I really like about Amsterdam Central station are the mirrors at the
ceiling at the back of the station. This gives a really spacious look [...].
(Trainviking, 2019, 02:40)

Figure 15: Left: vlogger mentions maintenance of the station (Gabriel Traveler, 2022, 07:48); right: vlogger
addresses the aesthetically pleasing interior of the station (itsCharmzzz, 2021, 07:11)

5.1.3 OTHER PEOPLE
Other people and their behaviour were found to be part of the out-of-vehicle environment on a longdistance rail trip. Crowdedness was referred to by three video-makers, often perceiving it as hindering
the smoothness or peacefulness of their trip or transfer. This is illustrated by the following quote:
Since the train was supposed to have already left, [boarding] is quite a mess right now.
(Simply Railway, 2021, 07:37)
Next to the crowdedness, the pleasantness of the behaviour of other people was also mentioned. For
example, a video-maker cited:
Quite enjoying people watching at the moment. There’s quite a lot of drunk people
wobbling by and it’s quite fun.
(Ash & Kels, 2022, 02:03)
Although this video-maker seemed to perceive it in a positive way, it is recognized that this could be
perceived differently depending on the passenger(s), time of day and location.
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5.1.4 TRANSFER
The ease of transferring between trains or between trains and other transport modes was referred
to in five vlogs. Especially the time available during a transfer seemed to be determining the passengers’
perception of it. While transferring from one train to another, one video-maker mentioned:
We only have like ten minutes to catch our connection so we’re trying to hustle. [...] He’s
got both of our suitcases. I hope we make it.
(Joanna Krueger, 2017, 02:23)
Another video-maker, referring to the ease of transfer between a train and their egress mode, said:
Now we are waiting for my mom and dad to get the two rental cars. And it’s taking forever
for I don’t know what reason.
(Environment with Em, 2019, 09:51)

5.1.5 WAYFINDING
Wayfinding is a reoccurring element within passengers’ long-distance rail trips. The ease of wayfinding
within the station refers to the general ease of finding e.g. different platforms, waiting areas or ticket
machines in the building (see e.g. Figure 16). The following quote illustrates that finding your way can be
complicated:
So I have no idea where to go, there’s like 13 different platforms. This place is massive.
(The Passport Couple, 2022, 01:50)
Apart from within the station, the ease of wayfinding around the station has also shown to be part of
the long-distance rail trip. This concerns e.g. the overall ease of finding the way into the train station
itself, or to access/egress transport modes and other functions around the station. An observation note
demonstrates (see also Figure 16):
Due to not having the correct destination on a wayfinding app, the video-makers can’t find
the station and have to spend extra time to walk to the station.
(The Passport Couple, 2022, 01:15)
Other indicators that relate to the ease of wayfinding are the clarity of signage and station layout. The
clarity of signage refers to the ease of understanding the signage provided, which can be influenced by
e.g. the visibility or language used. The following quote highlights the importance of clear signage during
a long-distance rail trip:
Not only did we get off the train a stop too early, now we got in the subway going the wrong
direction. [...] We followed the signs, but somehow it was going the opposite way.
(Joanna Krueger, 2017, 03:36)
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The clarity of the station layout also appeared to be part of the trip. This concerns the extent to which
e.g. the walking routes to different functions within and around the station are logical or easily
understandable. An example of this is seen in an observation note:
Video-maker explains that different gates are separated by glass walls, making it easy to
see where to be as a passenger.
(Travel in Europe of Train, 2021, 02:50)

Figure 16: Left: vloggers show clear wayfinding on the platform to the right place to enter the train (Deana and
Phil, 2021, 01:31); right: vloggers are struggling with wayfinding to the station (The Passport Couple, 2022,
01:15)

5.1.6 FUNCTIONS SURROUNDING STATION
During the vlog analysis it became clear that whenever there is enough waiting time, the passengers of
the long-distance rail trips tried to spend it around the station by e.g. grabbing something to eat,
exploring the city or engaging in cultural activities (see e.g. Figure 17). Therefore, the indicator
availability of functions around the station is created, illustrated by the following examples:
We’re leaving the train station now because we got three hours here, so we are going to
find somewhere to eat.
(Environment with Em, 2019, 00:33)
It’s a shame we’re only in Nuremberg for half an hour because this is actually a pretty
historical place. Because a couple kilometres down the road is the palace of justice [...].
(Hannah & Gordon's World Tour, 2021, 01:57)
Additionally, the ease of walking around the station has been identified as an element part of a longdistance rail trip, especially since many of the long-distance passengers carry luggage with them. An
observation note and quote highlight this (see also Figure 17):
[While someone struggles to roll the suitcase over the pavement] This is why a backpack
might be a good idea when you’re interrailing.
(Environment with Em, 2019, 01:19)
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A last indicator for the functions around the station is the availability of other transport modes. Related
to the ease of transferring between different modes, the availability of other transport modes is part
of the functions surrounding the station. It is separated from the availability of functions surrounding
the station, as the latter refers to activities other than moving from one place to another.
You’ll find everything you need inside [the train station]. It’s basically a mall inside a transit
(rail, bus and subway) hub.
(Simply Railway, 2021, 00:57)

Figure 17: Left: vloggers use waiting time to explore surroundings (Environment with Em, 2019, 01:17); right:
vloggers struggle with carrying suitcases while walking around the station (Environment with Em, 2019, 01:20)
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5.1.7 FINAL LIST OF ELEMENTS AND INDICATORS
The elements and their indicators as described above are included in the final list (see Table 4). The table
shows that several elements that were identified in the vlog analysis are excluded. These are travel
information provision, staff at the station and ticketing. Although they were identified in the out-ofvehicle environment, the elements are by nature system-related elements (see Park et al., 2021).
Furthermore, safety has been added to the list of final indicators. Despite that it did not appear in the
vlog analysis, literature suggests that it is an important element of the out-of-vehicle environment that
influences peoples’ perception of a trip (Park et al., 2021).
The final list of elements and indicators was used for the creation of the survey, of which the results are
presented in the following sections.
Table 4: Final indicators for the out-of-vehicle elements
Out-of-vehicle element
Functions within station

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Station condition

Other people
Transfer
Wayfinding

Safety*

Functions surrounding
station

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Travel information
provision**
Staff at station**
Ticketing**

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Indicator(s)
Availability (food) shops within station
Availability other functions (e.g. bathrooms, device charging points)
Ease of storing luggage
Possibility activities while waiting (e.g. shopping, eating, exploring,
relaxing)
Availability comfortable seating area
Ease of walking within station (e.g. while carrying luggage,
wheelchair)
Maintenance of station
Cleanliness of building
Aesthetics
Crowdedness in station
Pleasantness behaviour other people
Ease of transfer between train and other transport modes
Ease of transfer between trains
Ease of wayfinding around station
Ease of wayfinding within station
Clarity signage (e.g. language, readability)
Clarity station lay-out
Feeling of safety within station during day
Feeling of safety within station during evening
Feeling of safety around station during day
Feeling of safety around station during evening
Availability functions surrounding station (e.g. shops, cultural
activities)
Ease of walking around station (e.g. while carrying luggage,
wheelchair)
Availability other transport modes (e.g. bus, taxi)
Accuracy travel information
Clarity travel information
Availability staff
Helpfulness staff
Ease of purchasing ticket
* Included from literature
** Excluded (system-related element)
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5.2 Survey population characteristics
In total, 104 surveys were collected. Most (n=74) have used the train for a long-distance trip before.
However, the majority of the sample (n=78) does not acknowledge the train as their current main mode
for long-distance travel and are therefore considered as potential users. Table 5 below shows that
respondents were mostly females, 20–24-year-olds and people who have completed higher education.
Additionally, although the survey was targeted at people of 27 years or younger, two outliers have been
identified, where one respondent is 28 or 29, and another above 30 years.

Table 5: Survey population characteristics (N=104)

I am...

My age is...

My highest
completed
education is...

Male
Female
I prefer not to say
Total
17 or younger
18-19
20-24
25-27
28-29
30 or older
Total
Secondary
education
Vocational
education
Higher education
Total

Potential
user
26,0%
49,0%
75,0%
1,9%
2,9%
52,9%
15,4%
1,0%
1,0%
75,0%
9,6%

User

Total

7,7%
16,3%
1,0%
25,0%

33,7%
65,4%
1,0%
100,0%
1,9%
2,9%
71,2%
22,1%
1,0%
1,0%
100,0%
10,6%

18,3%
6,7%

25,0%
1,0%

3,8%
61,5%
75,0%

3,8%
24,0%
25,0%

85,6%
100,0%

Potential users, who do not currently use the train as their main long-distance mode, state that they
mostly use the airplane (40,4%) or car (30,8%), bus (1,9%) or shared car (1%) for travelling long distances.
Only 1% of the respondents stated they do not travel long-distance at all. This choice of transport mode
is determined by multiple factors (see Figure 18). Although none are seen as unimportant, the factors
vary between neutral and very important. The time needed to travel is deemed as most important by
potential users, while for current train users, comfort is a more essential factor in their long-distance
mode choice. Important to note is that the respondents were asked to indicate the importance of these
factors, while not taking the price into account. This was done in order to clearly uncover the importance
of other factors, since the price is already assumed to be a crucial factor influences rail use (Blainey et
al., 2012).
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MEAN IMPORTANCE FACTOR MODE CHOICE
4,13
3,74

3,69
3,01

Time needed to
travel

3,77

3,73

3,77

3,81

3,47
3,15

3,08

Purpose of
travelling (e.g.
vacation, work,
visiting
friends/family)

3,88

Stay duration
(e.g. a day, two
weeks, half a
year)

Punctuality (ontime arrival and
departure)

Potential user (n=78)

Comfort

Safety

User (n=26)

Figure 18: Mean importance of factors that influence long-distance mode choice, where 1 = very unimportant
and 5 = very important (N=104)

Out of 104, 36 respondents mentioned an additional factor that influences their decision. The majority
(n=22) of these are related to the environmental impact of the transport mode, mostly addressed by
current train users (n=9). System-related factors such as the ease to arrange a trip, the need to be present
before departure, the need/number of transfers, luggage requirements and the uncertainty due to
cancellations were mentioned to be of importance. One in-vehicle element was addressed, relating to
the possibility to enjoy the view during the trip. Food and entertainment were mentioned to be
important; however, it is not known if this relates to the in-vehicle or out-of-vehicle environment
specifically. The access from home to the station as well as the distance to the final destination were
brought up. While latter is more related to the land use that is surrounding the station, the former could
also refer to the more direct out-of-vehicle environment, e.g. when access concerns the availability of
other transport modes. Other additional factors included health conditions (sociodemographic
characteristic) and whether the person is travelling alone or not (trip characteristic).
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5.3 Perception of out-of-vehicle elements
Overall, the results show that the out-of-vehicle environment when considering using long-distance rail
is perceived positively: most indicators have a mean perception of above 3, suggesting a neutral (3) to
positive (5) perception. Especially the ease of wayfinding within the station and safety during the day are
viewed positively, with a mean of above 4 (see Table 6). Still, the results suggest that several indicators
are generally perceived as negative, indicating that respondents think that storing luggage at the station
is rather difficult, that stations are often unclean and highly crowded, and that the surroundings of the
station feel unsafe in the evening. Highly positive perceptions (a mean of above 4) and negative
perceptions (a mean under 3) are emphasised in bold in Table 6.
A Mann-Whitney U-test shows that there is a statistically significant difference between males’ and
females’ perception of safety. For safety within the station during the evening, female respondents
indicate to have a more negative perception of safety (m=2,82) than male respondents do (m=3,57),
U(Nfemale=68, Nmale=35)=692,500; z=-3,645; p<0,001. The same difference is visible for safety around the
station at night, where women report a mean of 2,57 and men a mean of 3,11, U(Nfemale=68,
Nmale=35)=842,00; z=-2,584; p=0,010. While women viewed safety during the evening in a negative way, it
is seen as one of the most important elements in the out-of-vehicle environment (see Figure 19).
Comparing the means of perceived indicators for potential and current users, it is found that not all
differences are statistically significant. Current users think stations are more aesthetically pleasing
(m=3,62) than potential users do (m=2,92). A Mann-Whitney U test shows that this difference is
significant, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=596,00; z=-3,318; p<0,001. Additionally, for safety within station
during the day, potential users reported to perceive the safety more negative (m=4,26) than current users
(m=4,58), which is also found to be significant, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=736,00; z=-2,349; p=0,019. Other
differences in perceptions are not statistically significant.
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Table 6: Mean perceptions of out-of-vehicle elements, where 1 = negative and 5 = positive (N=104)
Out-of-vehicle
element

Indicator

Functions
within station

Availability of (food) shops

Station
condition

Other people

Transfer

Wayfinding

Safety

Functions
surrounding
station

Availability of other functions
Availability comfortable
seating area
Ease of storing luggage
Ease of walking within station
Possibility of activities while
waiting
Maintenance

Potential
user
(n=78)
3,86

SD

User
(n=26)

SD

0,618

4,08

0,484

3,09
3,05

0,942
1,005

3,31
3,15

1,123
0,967

2,51
3,64
3,10

0,894
0,882
1,076

2,73
3,92
3,38

1,041
0,935
0,983

3,33

0,816

3,54

0,811

Cleanliness
2,91
0,996
2,81
0,895
Aesthetics
2,92*
0,849
3,62*
0,852
Crowdedness
2,15
0,722
2,42
0,857
Pleasantness of other's
3,19
0,994
3,42
0,857
behaviour
Ease of transfer between train 3,72
0,938
3,62
1,023
and other modes
Ease of transfer between
3,49
0,964
3,15
1,347
trains
Ease of wayfinding around
3,47
0,893
3,62
1,023
station
Ease of wayfinding within
4,10
0,731
4,04
1,076
station
Clarity of signage within
3,55
0,832
3,38
1,023
station
Clarity of station layout
3,50
0,879
3,54
0,989
Within station during day
4,26*
0,633
4,58*
0,578
Within station during evening 3,00
1,044
3,38
0,983
Around station during day
4,05
0,662
4,04
0,662
Around station during evening 2,74
1,086
2,85
1,047
Availability of functions
3,19
0,994
3,27
1,002
around station
Ease of walking around
3,18
0,922
3,54
1,029
station
Availability of other transport
3,96
0,844
4,04
0,720
modes
* Significant difference between the perception of current users and potential users

While none of the elements are found to be unimportant for the respondents, the degree of importance
per element varies between neutral and high. Especially the ease of transferring, ease of wayfinding,
safety, and functions within train station were found to be important elements, whereas the importance
of the surroundings of train station is rather neutral (see Figure 19). The means suggest that current users
perceive most out-of-vehicle elements as more important than potential users do, except for functions
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within train station. However, after conducting a Mann-Whitney U-test, these differences are not found
to be statistically significant.

MEAN IMPORTANCE OUT-OF-VEHICLE ELEMENTS
4,21 4,12

Functions
within train
station (e.g.
shops,
bathrooms)

4,45 4,58
3,62 3,77

4,26 4,38

4,49 4,54

3,68 3,69
3,08 3,23

Station
Other people
condition (e.g.
(e.g.
maintenance, crowdedness,
aesthetics)
behaviour)

Ease of
transferring

Potential user (n=78)

Ease of
wayfinding

Safety

Surroundings
of train station

User (n=26)

Figure 19: Mean importance of out-of-vehicle elements of long-distance rail, where 1 = very unimportant and 5
= very important (N=104)

Next to the out-of-vehicle elements that were derived from the vlog analysis and literature, 10 out of 104
respondents mentioned an additional element that would be important for their experience of a longdistance rail trip. Three respondents mentioned the affordability and availability of food and drinks at
the station, which can be linked to the element functions within train station. The accessibility and ease
of wayfinding from the station to the centre or other interesting spots around the station was mentioned
twice, relatable to the elements of wayfinding and surroundings of train station. Sufficiency of seating
and a comfortable climate at the station were stated as important additions, which can be considered
as part of the element functions within train station (i.e. the indicator availability of comfortable seating
area). One respondent mentioned the access to departure and arrival information; however, this is
considered a system-related rather than an out-of-vehicle element. A last addition is the accessibility for
disabled travellers. Although it could be linked to e.g. the walkability in and around the station,
accessibility can also be approached in broader sense, encompassing for instance also the availability of
inclusive wayfinding and signage. Therefore, inclusiveness can be considered as an additional indicator
for multiple elements (e.g. as part of ease of transferring, ease of wayfinding, functions within station,
etc.).
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5.4 Intention to use long-distance rail
As it is assumed that positive attitudes, subjective norms, and high perceived behavioural control lead
to a higher intention to use long-distance rail, respondents were asked to indicate their perception of
each of these concepts.
In terms of attitudes, the use of long-distance rail was overall seen as positive. It was especially regarded
as good and safe, with an overall mean of 4,31 (SD=0,751) and 4,07 (SD=0,686) respectively. Potential
users generally report less positive attitudes for all indicators than current users do, which is especially
visible for the attitudes fun, good, comfortable, and easy (see Figure 20). Still, this difference is only
statistically significant for two indicators. Current users view the use of long-distance rail as better
(m=4,65) than potential users do (m=4,19), which is shown to be significant using a Mann-Whitney U-test,
U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=678,500; z=-2,780; p=0,005. Current users also perceive it to be more fun
(m=4,27) than potential users do (m=3,68), for which U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=680,00; z=-2,682; p=0,007.

ATTITUDES
4,65
4,27

4,19
3,68

4,00

4,04

4,15

3,62

3,62
3,33

Good

Fun

Comfortable
Potential user (n=78)

Safe

Easy

3,18

3,31

Worth the costs

User (n=26)

Figure 20: Mean attitudes towards using long-distance rail, where 1 = negative and 5 = positive (N=104)

Although the subjective norms related to friends and family are found to be perceived positively with
overall means of above 4, respondents did not report a positive subjective norm when it comes to people
like them. In other words, the results suggest that both users and potential users of long-distance rail
feel like people who are similar to them do not use the train for long distances. Overall, current users
seem to report higher subjective norms then potential users do, as can be seen in Figure 21. This
difference is statistically significant for subjective norms relating to close friends and people like me.
Current users are more confident that their friends would approve of them using long-distance rail
(m=4,62) than potential users do (m=4,14), for which U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=667,500; z=-2,844;
p=0,004. Although both groups feel as if people like them do not use rail for long distances, current users
report to be less negative (m=2,96) than potential users (m=2,38) on this aspect. The Mann-Whitney Utest also shows significance for this result, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=707,500; z=-2,421; p=0,015.
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SUBEJCTIVE NORMS
4,05

4,38

4,14

4,62

2,96
2,38
My family would approve of me
using the train for a long-distance
trip.

My close friends would approve of
me using the train for a longdistance trip.
Potential user (n=78)

Most people like me use the train
for long-distance trips.

User (n=26)

Figure 21: Mean subjective norms using long-distance rail, where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree
(N=104)

The extent to which the respondents view the use of long-distance rail as feasible is positive: the overall
means range from 3,6 to 4,6. Respondents feel especially confident, physically, and financially able to
use the train for long distances, with means of 4,4 (SD=0,830), 4,6 (SD=0,608), and 4,0 (SD=0,935)
respectively. Differences in perceived behavioural control between users and potential users are again
visible (see Figure 22). A Mann-Whitney U-test shows that current users feel significantly more confident
about using long-distance rail (m=4,85) than potential users do (m=26), U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=602,00;
z=-3,484; p<0,001. Additionally, they also feel as if they would have enough time to perform such a trip
(m=4,13) than potential users (m=3,55), U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=723,500; z=-2,263; p=0,024.

PERCEIVED BEHAVIOURAL CONTROL
4,85
4,26

4,59
4,00

4,12

4,08
3,55

Confident

Financially able

Sufficient time
Potential user (n=78)

3,67

3,81

Easy

4,77

4,04
3,51

Sufficient
information

Physically able

User (n=26)

Figure 22: Mean perceived behavioural control for using long-distance rail, where 1 = negative and 5 = positive
(N=104)
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High differences between users and potential users are found for intention (see Figure 23). The results
suggest that current users are more likely to use long-distance rail in the future then potential users are.
A Mann-Whitney U-test shows that the gap between users’ and potential users’ intention is statistically
significant for all indicators. The results of the test show that the for the first indicator for intention, this
difference is significant, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=608,00; z=-3,210; p=0,001. For the second indicator,
the difference is also significant, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=432,500; z=-4,492; p<0,001, as well as for the
third, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=451,500; z=-4,335; p<0,001.
As the three items for intention have a Cronbach’s alpha of 0,825, they are sufficiently internally
consistent to compute a new variable for overall intention to use long-distance rail. This single indicator
for overall intention will be used when looking at the influence of the different concepts and perceived
out-of-vehicle elements on intention, which will be addressed in the next section. The overall intention
also shows that current users have a significantly higher intention (m=4,27) than potential users so
(m=3,09), as resulted from the Mann-Whitney U-test, U(Ncurrent=26, Npotential=78)=381,00; z=-4,777; p<0,001.
Thus, the results suggest that current users are more willing to use long-distance rail than potential users
are.

INTENTION
4,38

4,23

4,27

4,15

3,59
3,09

3

2,69

It is likely that I will choose I intend to use the train
the train for a longnext time I will make a
distance trip in the future.
long-distance trip.

I am planning to make a
long-distance trip by train
within 6 months.

Potential user (n=78)

Overall intention

User (n=26)

Figure 23: Mean intention to use long-distance rail, where 1 = negative and 5 = positive (N=104)
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5.5 Relations between perception and intention
This section examines the relations between the perceived out-of-vehicle environment and intention to
use long-distance rail. Firstly, Pearson’s correlation coefficients are computed to identify if correlations
exist between the variables, after which linear regression analyses are conducted to see if influential
relationships can be found.

5.5.1 CORRELATIONS: PERCEIVED OUT-OF-VEHICLE ENVIRONMENT AND INTENTION
The results suggest positive correlations between intention and all indicators for functions within the
train station, except for ease of walking (see Table 7, the bottom row for correlations with intention).
Among the indicators for this element, ease of storing luggage has the strongest correlation with
intention (r=0,380; p<0,001). This indicates that the variables move together; when the ease of storing
luggage is perceived positively, the intention to use long-distance rail is more likely to be higher and vice
versa.

Table 7: Pearson correlation coefficients for functions within the train station and intention (N=104)
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Availability of (food) shops
Availability of other
functions
Availability comfortable
seating area
Ease of storing luggage
Ease of walking within
station
Possibility of activities
while waiting
Intention

2

3

4

5

6

7

0,336**
0,292**

0,523**

0,300**
0,208*

0,11
0,167

0,173
0,101

0,348**

0,350**

0,282**

0,247*

0,235*

0,309**

0,337**

0,288**

0,266**

0,380**

0,193

0,317**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Regarding the station condition, both maintenance and aesthetics are positively and significantly
correlated with intention to use long-distance rail (see Table 8). Thus, the more people think the station
is well-maintained and aesthetically pleasing, the more they are willing to use long-distance rail.
Interestingly, cleanliness shows to have a weak negative correlation with intention; however this
relationship is insignificant (r=-0,022; p=0,823).
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Table 8: Pearson correlation coefficients for station condition and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4

Maintenance
Cleanliness
Aesthetics
Intention

1

2

3

0,437**
0,399**
0,213*

0,214*
-0,022

0,440**

4

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

While all indicators for the elements of other people at the train station and ease of transferring are
positively and weakly correlated with intention, no significant correlations were found (Tables 9 and 10).

Table 9: Pearson correlation coefficients for other people and intention (N=104)
1
1
2
3

Crowdedness
Pleasantness of other's behaviour
Intention

2

0,175
0,116

3

0,169

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 10: Pearson correlation coefficients for ease of transfer and intention (N=104)
1
1

2

2

Ease of transfer between train and
other modes
Ease of transfer between trains

0,472**

3

Intention

0,078

3

0,105

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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Intention to use long-distance rail is weakly positively correlated to wayfinding; however, only the ease
of wayfinding around the station shows to have a significant relationship (r=0,204; p=0,037, see Table
11). This indicates that if people think finding their way round the station is easy, they are more willing
to use long-distance rail.

Table 11: Pearson correlation coefficients for wayfinding and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4
5

Ease of wayfinding around station
Ease of wayfinding within station
Clarity of signage within station
Clarity of station layout
Intention

1

2

3

4

0,400**
0,286**
0,267**
0,204*

0,352**
0,331**
0,177

0,537**
0,109

0,153

5

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Regarding safety, only the perceived safety within the station during the day and evening are
significantly correlated with intention to use long-distance rail (see Table 12), indicating a weak positive
relation between the variables. Thus, the more people think they would feel safe at a station, the more
they would be willing to use the train for long distances.

Table 12: Pearson correlation coefficients for safety and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4
5

Within station during day
Within station during evening
Around station during day
Around station during evening
Intention

1

2

3

4

0,541**
0,450**
0,459**
0,212*

0,305**
0,709**
0,236*

0,510**
0,083

0,089

5

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Lastly, the Pearson coefficients for surroundings of the station and intention to use long-distance rail
show positive relations for all indicators (see Table 13). Among them, the availability of other transport
modes is most strongly correlated with intention (r=0,308; p=0,001). This indicates that if the
surroundings of stations are perceived positively, the intention to use long-distance rail is also likely to
be higher.
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Table 13: Pearson correlation coefficients for surroundings of train station and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4

Availability of functions around station
Ease of walking around station
Availability of other transport modes
Intention

1

2

3

4

0,389**
0,282**
0,269**

0,319**
0,213*

0,308**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

5.5.2 CORRELATIONS: ATTITUDES, SUBJECTIVE NORMS, PERCEIVED BEHAVIOURAL CONTROL AND
INTENTION
Pearson correlation coefficient have also been computed for relations between attitudes, subjective
norms, perceived behavioural control and intention. Regarding attitudes, all indicators have positively
and significant correlations with intention (see Table 14). Especially fun is strongly correlated with
intention to use long-distance rail (r=0,544; p<0,001). When people think positively of long-distance rail
use, they are more likely to perform this behaviour.

Table 14: Pearson correlation coefficients for attitudes and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Good
Fun
Comfortable
Safe
Easy
Worth the
costs
Intention

1

2

3

4

5

0,527**
0,442**
0,285**
0,129
0,145

0,558**
0,281**
0,134
0,198*

0,326**
0,254**
0,052

0,215*
0,08

0,191

0,381**

0,545**

0,416**

0,339**

0,227*

6

7

0,314**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

All indicators for subjective norms are positively and significantly correlated with intention to use (see
Table 15), of which the norm related to like-minded people shows the strongest relationship (r=0,505;
p<0,001). This indicates that when people think many others that are similar to them use long-distance
rail, they are more likely to also use it themselves.
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Table 15: Pearson correlation coefficients for subjective norms and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4

My family would approve of me using...
My close family would approve of me using...
Most people like me use...
Intention

1

2

3

0,554**
0,240*
0,384**

0,296**
0,413**

0,505**

4

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

For perceived behavioural control, most indicators are positively and significantly correlated with
intention to use long-distance rail (see Table 16), indicating that if people think using long-distance rail
is feasible, they are more likely to use it. However, ease and financial ability do not have a significant
relation (r=0,137; p=0,164 and r=0,024; p=0,808).

Table 16: Pearson correlation coefficients for perceived behavioural control and intention (N=104)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Confident
Financially able
Sufficient time
Ease
Sufficient information
Physically able
Intention

1

2

3

4

5

6

0,165
0,306**
0,166
0,407**
0,468**
0,400**

0,456**
0,280**
0,187
0,166
0,137

0,148
0,245*
0,322**
0,478**

0,249*
0,053
0,024

0,271**
0,283**

0,202*

7

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

5.5.3 INFLUENCE: PERCEIVED OUT-OF-VEHICLE ENVIRONMENT ON INTENTION
A linear regression analysis was conducted with all out-of-vehicle elements as independent variable, and
intention to use long-distance rail as dependent variable. The results suggest that the perceived out-ofvehicle elements predict 31,7% of the variance in intention (adjusted R2=0,317; F(24,79)=2,992; p<0,001).
It was found that ease of storing luggage has a significant positive influence on intention to use longdistance rail (B=0,292; p=0,014). Other significant positive predictors are aesthetics (B=0,382; P=0,004)
and safety within the station during the evening (B=0,384; p=0,008). Interestingly, safety around the
station during the evening was found to have a significant negative influence on intention (B=-0,473;
P=0,002). When aiming to increase peoples’ intention to use long-distance rail, it is thus important to
consider especially the ease of storing luggage, aesthetics, and safety during the evening. As shown in
Table 17, the remaining out-of-vehicle elements and their indicators show no significant linear
relationships with intention.
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Table 17: Linear regression with intention as dependent variable (N=104). Adjusted R2 0,317; ANOVA significance
<0,001)
Unstand
ardized
Coeffici
ents
B
1
Functions
within station

Station
condition

Other people

Transfer

Wayfinding

Safety

Functions
surrounding
station

Standar
dized
Coeffici
ents
Beta

t

Sig.

0,000

-0,116
0,002

0,908
0,998

(Constant)
Availability of (food) shops

-0,117
0,000

Std.
Error
1,017
0,191

Availability of other
functions
Availability comfortable
seating area
Ease of storing luggage
Ease of walking within
station
Possibility of activities while
waiting
Maintenance

0,089

0,122

0,082

0,729

0,468

0,174

0,119

0,160

1,464

0,147

0,292
-0,051

0,117
0,134

0,253
-0,042

2,501
-0,376

0,014
0,708

0,181

0,110

0,178

1,649

0,103

-0,003

0,149

-0,002

-0,018

0,986

Cleanliness
Aesthetics
Crowdedness
Pleasantness of other's
behaviour
Ease of transfer between
train and other modes
Ease of transfer between
trains
Ease of wayfinding around
station
Ease of wayfinding within
station
Clarity of signage within
station
Clarity of station layout
Within station during day
Within station during
evening
Around station during day
Around station during
evening
Availability of functions
around station

-0,205
0,382
-0,047
0,161

0,113
0,130
0,130
0,117

-0,185
0,319
-0,034
0,144

-1,822
2,940
-0,365
1,378

0,072
0,004
0,716
0,172

-0,192

0,123

-0,171

-1,564

0,122

-0,044

0,117

-0,044

-0,379

0,705

0,172

0,125

0,148

1,374

0,173

0,036

0,145

0,027

0,247

0,805

-0,084

0,142

-0,068

-0,590

0,557

0,112
-0,188
0,384

0,142
0,213
0,140

0,094
-0,111
0,370

0,792
-0,885
2,742

0,431
0,379
0,008

0,160
-0,473

0,186
0,146

0,098
-0,471

0,859
-3,229

0,393
0,002

-0,038

0,115

-0,035

-0,331

0,742

Ease of walking around
station
Availability of other
transport modes

0,175

0,125

0,156

1,397

0,166

0,099

0,138

0,075

0,720

0,474
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When only taking into account the potential users (n=78), a linear regression analysis shows that the outof-vehicle elements predict 26,1% of the variance in their intention to use long-distance rail (adjusted
R2=0,261; F(24,53)=2,134; p=0,011). Here, the model shows (see Table 18) that the availability of a
comfortable seating area also has a significant positive effect on intention to use long-distance rail
(B=0,283; p=0,048), besides the ease of storing luggage (B=0,426; p=0,004) and safety within the station
during the evening (B=0,373; p=0,044). Thus, the results suggest that for targeting potential users’
intention to use long-distance rail, considering the perceptions of these three indicators is important.
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Table 18: Linear regression with intention as dependent variable, only taking into account potential users
(n=78). Adjusted R2 0,261; ANOVA significance = 0,011
Unstand
ardized
Coefficie
nts
B
1
Functions
within
station

Station
condition

Other people

Transfer

Wayfinding

Safety

Functions
surrounding
station

Standar
dized
Coefficie
nts
Beta

t

Sig.

-0,060

1,218
-0,459

0,229
0,648

(Constant)
Availability of (food) shops

1,508
-0,097

Std.
Error
1,238
0,212

Availability of other functions
Availability comfortable
seating area
Ease of storing luggage
Ease of walking within
station
Possibility of activities while
waiting
Maintenance

-0,134
0,283

0,153
0,140

-0,126
0,284

-0,874
2,022

0,386
0,048

0,426
-0,088

0,141
0,170

0,381
-0,077

3,018
-0,515

0,004
0,608

0,184

0,131

0,197

1,399

0,168

0,167

0,189

0,136

0,884

0,381

Cleanliness
Aesthetics
Crowdedness
Pleasantness of other's
behaviour
Ease of transfer between
train and other modes
Ease of transfer between
trains
Ease of wayfinding around
station
Ease of wayfinding within
station
Clarity of signage within
station
Clarity of station layout
Within station during day
Within station during
evening
Around station during day
Around station during
evening
Availability of functions
around station

-0,177
0,148
-0,095
0,151

0,129
0,158
0,161
0,144

-0,177
0,125
-0,069
0,150

-1,370
0,933
-0,590
1,048

0,177
0,355
0,558
0,300

-0,234

0,138

-0,220

-1,700

0,095

-0,054

0,145

-0,052

-0,370

0,713

0,241

0,149

0,215

1,621

0,111

-0,073

0,181

-0,053

-0,402

0,689

0,010

0,176

0,009

0,058

0,954

0,010
-0,472
0,373

0,182
0,260
0,181

0,008
-0,299
0,390

0,053
-1,815
2,059

0,958
0,075
0,044

0,141
-0,257

0,232
0,194

0,093
-0,279

0,606
-1,326

0,547
0,190

0,148

0,135

0,148

1,098

0,277

Ease of walking around
station
Availability of other transport
modes

0,053

0,155

0,049

0,340

0,736

0,070

0,163

0,059

0,429

0,670
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5.5.4 INFLUENCE: ATTITUDES, SUBJECTIVE NORMS AND PERCEIVED BEHAVIOURAL CONTROL ON
INTENTION
Another linear regression analysis was done to examine the effect of attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behavioural control (independent variables) on intention to use long-distance rail (dependent
variable). An adjusted R2 indicates that the independent variables explain 53% of the variance in
intention (adjusted R2=0,530; F(15, 88)=8,734; P<0,001). The results suggest that viewing long-distance
rail as fun has a significant positive influence on intention to use (B=0,300, P=0,005). Additionally, when
respondents think most people like them use long-distance rail, this also has a significant positive
influence on intention (B=0,326; P<0,001). A similar significant relation is visible for feeling like having
sufficient time to use long-distance rail (B=0,272; P=0,003). Thus, seeing long-distance rail as fun,
something that other people engage in, and not too time-demanding, is important for peoples’ intention
to use it. As shown in Table 19, all other variables show no significant linear relationships.
Table 19: Linear regression with intention as dependent variable (N=104). Adjusted R2 0,530; ANOVA significance
<0,001
Unstand
ardized
Coeffici
ents
B
1
Attitudes

Subjective
norms

Perceived
behavioural
control

Standar
dized
Coeffici
ents
Beta

t

Sig.

-0,043
0,270
0,066
0,007
0,120
0,069
0,094

-1,270
-0,471
2,866
0,727
0,089
1,500
0,851
1,056

0,207
0,639
0,005
0,469
0,930
0,137
0,397
0,294

(Constant)
Good
Fun
Comfortable
Safe
Easy
Worth the costs
My family would approve of

-0,947
-0,061
0,300
0,070
0,011
0,149
0,075
0,128

Std.
Error
0,745
0,130
0,104
0,097
0,125
0,100
0,088
0,121

My close family would
approve of
Most people like me use
Confident

0,080

0,135

0,056

0,588

0,558

0,326
0,052

0,074
0,118

0,335
0,040

4,412
0,439

0,000
0,662

Financially able
Sufficient time
Ease
Sufficient information
Physically able

-0,097
0,272
-0,047
0,044
-0,026

0,095
0,091
0,077
0,071
0,159

-0,084
0,280
-0,048
0,049
-0,015

-1,021
3,001
-0,613
0,613
-0,167

0,310
0,003
0,541
0,542
0,868
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6 CONCLUSION
Attracting people towards using rail for long distances requires a careful examination of the factors that
influence peoples’ mode choice. Despite of its prominent role in travel behaviour and intention, the outof-vehicle environment remains unexplored in previous research, especially in relation to long-distance
rail and potential users. Therefore, this thesis aimed to fill this knowledge gap by analysing how potential
users’ perception of the out-of-vehicle environment influences their intention to use long-distance rail.
Whereas the previous chapter reported the results from the exploratory vlog analysis and the survey
among young people in the Netherlands, this chapter will use these findings to draw conclusions and
answer the sub-and main research questions. The findings will be interpreted in light of the context of
long-distance rail, and continuously related to other literature that may support or contradict the
findings. This is crucial in order to draw accurate conclusions.

6.1 Sub-question 1
What factors play a role in long-distance rail users’ perception of the out-ofvehicle environment?
The results of the exploratory study (phase one) suggest that the perceived out-of-vehicle environment
for long-distance rail users consists of seven different elements, of which each includes two or more
measurable indicators (see Section 5.1.7). The out-of-vehicle environment encompasses tangible and
intangible elements that relate to both the inside and direct surroundings of train stations:
∙

Functions within station

∙

Wayfinding

∙

Station condition

∙

Safety

∙

Other people

∙

Functions surrounding station

∙

Transfer

One of the elements that include a high variety of indicators is functions within the station. As most
vloggers recorded their out-of-vehicle experience mostly inside the train station, the vlog analysis
allowed for the identification of six items related to this element, ranging from the availability of (food)
shops to the ease of storing luggage. The fact that the majority of the train stations in the selected vlogs
offered several functions, may also have contributed to the high number of indicators for this element.
This could be due to the context of long-distance rail in Europe; mostly the major cities in Europe are
connected by e.g. high-speed or night trains. Therefore, the train stations of these bigger cities might
accommodate a high number of different functions as more people are passing through the station than
in smaller cities. Next to more functions inside the train station, this could also influence the number of
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multimodal transport options, other people, and the development of wayfinding cues and safety
measures. It must be acknowledged however, that not all stations serving long-distance rail that are
included in the selected vlogs provide the exact same set out-of-vehicle elements.
Another element that was prominent in the videos and thus resulted four indicators is wayfinding.
Vloggers often shared either the ease or difficulty to go for instance from the main hall to a platform. The
reason why wayfinding was a prominent element could be that the vloggers aimed to give advice on
finding your way at the stations, or simply that a large part of the time spent in the out-of-vehicle
environment is devoted to wayfinding. An element that was mentioned less frequently and therefore
contains less indicators is other people. It could be that the video-makers were less focused on other
people’s behaviour when they were already travelling with company, or busy recording their own
experience. However, this does not mean that the more prominent elements are automatically more
important or common in people’s travel experience. t must be noted that the aim of this sub-research
question was to explore what factors play a role in long-distance rail users’ perception of the out-ofvehicle environment. Thus, the results provide a set of elements that are found to be part of the out-ofvehicle environment, regardless of the frequency of occurrence in the selected vlogs.
When comparing the findings with previous literature, several differences can be found. One notable
finding is that the out-of-vehicle environment for long-distance rail users in this study regularly includes
elements or indicators related to luggage storage or carrying, which was not mentioned in the literature.
Luggage could be of particular interest of long-distance rail users as their travel may differ from daily
travel regarding distance and stay duration, causing them to carry more belongings on the train. On the
contrary, safety was not mentioned in the vlogs to be part of the long-distance rail users’ experience,
while it was indicated as an important out-of-vehicle or stop-related element in the literature (Park et
al., 2021; Susilo & Cats, 2014). An explanation for this could be that the video-makers would only record
their experience when they feel comfortable (it should be recognized after all that people who share
content online, only share what they want their viewers to see). Additionally, most of the video-makers
were travelling with company, which could cause them to feel comfortable and not mention safety in
their video. However, it could also be the case that the stations were simply experienced as a safe
environment. Still, safety was added to the final list of elements, as it is assumed that this is a crucial
(intangible) part of the out-of-vehicle environment.

6.2 Sub-question 2
How do potential users perceive the out-of-vehicle environment considering
long-distance rail?
The findings show that both potential and current users of long-distance rail perceive the out-ofvehicle elements relatively positively (see Section 5.3). The ease of wayfinding within train stations
was especially viewed in a positive way. This could be due to the characteristics of the sample; as most
respondents were young and highly educated, it could be that they have acquired sufficient skills in
English during their education to understand wayfinding cues relatively easily, or to get help if needed
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when they are abroad. Most indicators relating to functions within the station were viewed positively. This
element is also among the most important out-of-vehicle elements according to the respondents, which
can be supported by previous literature. Fan et al. (2016) found that stops and stations with no (basic)
functions result in passengers experiencing the waiting time at least 1.3 times longer than the actual
waiting time. This highlights the importance of functions at the station that can be utilised when
travellers need to wait for a transfer.
The feeling of safety during the day was also found to be perceived positively, possibly because at these
times the train stations are highly visited by passengers, including daily commuters. However, during the
evening, the surroundings of stations were perceived as unsafe. An explanation could be that less people
are passing by in the evening, resulting in ‘less eyes on the street’ and thus more anxiety and unsafety, a
finding which is supported by previous research (Sundling & Ceccato 2022). It could also be that the
surroundings may (seem to) have less security measures than the inside of a station, the latter of which
is often only accessible through gates. The results of this thesis suggest that women in particular
perceive the station and surroundings during the evening as unsafe. Although this result could be
influenced by the higher share of females in the research sample, this finding related to differences
between genders is also supported by previous literature. Compared to men, women are more likely to
feel unsafe at stops and stations, which is affected by e.g. the presence of other people and acts of
violence (Ouali et al., 2020). A perceived unsafe station causes females to experience more stress than
men, and results in women perceiving the waiting time at the station to be much longer than the actual
waiting time (Fan et al., 2016). This indicates that the feeling of safety at the station highly influences
women’s travel satisfaction with public transport.
Potential users perceived stations mainly as unclean and not aesthetically pleasing. A high and
significant difference was seen between current and potential users for aesthetics. Still, this indicator is
highly subjective which could lead to large differences in personal preferences. Additionally, station
condition was not as important as other elements when respondents considered using long-distance rail.
Another indicator that is perceived negatively for both potential and current users is the ease to store
luggage at the station. This may be due to stations not offering sufficient luggage storage facilities, or to
respondents not having enough information on where to find or how to use luggage storage facilities.
The difficulty of storing luggage could also be related to the cost; in the Netherlands for instance, storing
luggage at stations is not free of charge (NS, n.d.), possibly causing respondents to perceive it as less
affordable and therefore less easy.
Respondents indicated that they perceive train stations as highly crowded. However, it is important to
note that different interpretations for this indicator are possible. The survey did not specify whether the
respondent should express if they thought the station was too crowded; rather, they needed to indicate
the extent to which they thought it was crowded. Thus, the answers could not automatically be
interpreted as positive or negative. A highly crowded station could be perceived as negative by one
person (e.g., when the high amount of people causes travellers to feel overwhelmed during a transfer, or
to feel at risk for a COVID-19 contamination), and as positive by another (e.g., when travellers feel safer
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in a station with many other people present, see for instance Sundling & Ceccato, 2022). Therefore,
caution when interpreting this finding is necessary.
Access for disabled people was mentioned to be an important additional out-of-vehicle environment.
Although this was only brought up by one respondent, it is highly important when aiming to develop an
accessible mobility system. This was already pointed out by Losada-Rojas et al. (2019), who found that
when people think accessibility for people with disabilities is easy, their likeliness to use intercity rail in
the future is higher. While this article did focus on station-related aspects, most of the research on
accessibility for disabled people does not consider this issue for the entire journey chain, including
transfers and the out-of-vehicle environment. This knowledge gap is addressed by Park and Chowdhury
(2022) who highlight the importance of tackling barriers to disabled people’s accessibility during the
whole journey, as mobility crucial for their well-being. Regarding the aim for an accessible and userfriendly long-distance rail system, recognizing access for disabled people as part of the out-of-vehicle
environment is thus essential.

6.3 Sub-question 3
What is potential users’ intention to use rail for long distances?
Overall, the respondents’ intention to use long-distance rail is positive. The results suggest that
current users report to have a much higher intention to use long-distance rail than potential users
do. This is likely due to the finding that good prior experiences (i.e. high satisfaction) with a transport
mode can lead to a higher loyalty (i.e. intention to use in the future and willingness to recommend to
others) (Park et al., 2021). Additionally, current users overall showed to have more positive attitudes,
subjective norms and higher perceived behavioural control, which could result in a higher intention (see
Section 5.4). This is explained in the following paragraphs.
The findings show that the respondents have in general positive attitudes towards the use of longdistance rail, regarding it especially as good and safe. An explanation for seeing long-distance rail as
good could be related to the sustainability of this transport mode when comparing it to e.g. aviation. As
22 respondents specified that environmental impact is an important consideration for them when
choosing a long-distance travel mode, this would be a plausible explanation for seeing long-distance
rail as very good. Seeing the use of long-distance rail as safe could be explained in multiple ways. It could
be a result of the out-of-vehicle environment; Sundling and Ceccato (2022) concluded that physical
characteristics of the station environment such as good lighting, cleanliness and the presence of basic
amenities, other people and surveillance make passengers feel safer. It is likely that the respondents
base their perception on the European context of long-distance rail, which consists of a rail network that
connects mostly the major cities and probably therefore accommodates larger train stations that offer
these safety-increasing characteristics. However, it should be recognised that not only physical and
social characteristics of the station influence the feeling of safety, but also temporal and individual
characteristics such as the time of day and gender (Sundling & Ceccato, 2022). Still, it is important to
interpret this finding with nuance; although the use of long-distance rail was seen as safe, the out-of-
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vehicle environment in the evening was perceived as unsafe. Thus, it is likely that this attitude can also
be explained by factors other than the station environment, such as a positive perception of on-board
(e.g., staff presence in the vehicle) or traffic safety (e.g., the perceived risk of accidents while travelling).
Although respondents on average indicated that using long-distance rail is worth the time and money
required, this particular attitude is the least positive of all other attitudes, which could be explained by
the fact that price and travel time are amongst the largest barriers to using rail (Blainey et al., 2012),
leading to a more moderate attitude on this aspect.
Differences in attitudes between potential and current users are observed. Current users show to have
more positive attitudes regarding good and fun than potential users of long-distance rail do. However,
rather than focusing on an explanation for the differences in attitudes, it could also be that these
different attitudes explain the fact that respondents are either current or potential users. For example, if
a person has more negative attitudes towards long-distance rail, this could result in the person not
choosing rail and thus not having it as their main transport mode. Simultaneously, being a current user
could lead to positive attitudes if their prior experiences with long-distance rail were pleasant. However,
neither the presence nor direction of a causal relationship between being a current user and attitudes
towards long-distance rail were examined in this thesis.
Regarding subjective norms, most respondents felt like people similar to them do not use the train for
long-distance trips (see Section 5.4). This is an interesting finding given the context of the Netherlands
in which long-distance rail users are mostly young and highly educated. As the sample has these same
population characteristics, it would be plausible to expect the respondents to find people like
themselves to be long-distance rail users. However, they may be unaware of the fact. Additionally, as
long-distance travel in Europe and the Netherlands is currently dominated by car use and aviation, it is
possible that the respondents also see this trend in their own social network.
Overall, both current and potential users experience a high social acceptance for using longdistance rail. Respondents who already use long-distance as their main mode may feel as if their
behaviour is already approved by their friends and family, possibly leading to a higher perception of
social acceptance than potential users.
Considering perceived behavioural control, long-distance rail use is overall viewed as feasible,
especially regarding confidence, physical, and financial ability (see Section 5.4). The latter is an
interesting finding, as respondents showed to be only moderately positive about viewing long-distance
rail as worth the costs. This indicates that while respondents feel as if they could afford using rail for long
distances, they may not be willing to make these costs (possibly because there are cheaper options, or
because they also take into account other non-monetary costs such as effort). It must be noted that the
perceived financial ability may be influenced by the age-related discounts that the target group of this
thesis benefits from.
Current users show generally a higher perceived behavioural control than potential users do, especially
regarding confidence and sufficient time, which could be a result of them having experienced a long-
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distance rail trip before. This could contribute to them feeling more feel confident about performing the
behaviour again.
The findings show that all indicators for attitudes are positively correlated to the intention to use longdistance rail (see Section 5.5.2). In other words, when respondents think using rail for long-distances is
fun, they are more likely to have a high intention to perform this behaviour in the future. The same is
visible for subjective norms. For perceived behavioural control, the majority of the indicators is positively
correlated to intention to use. Although the number of significant causal relationships between the
indicators and intention was limited (see Section 5.5.4), the correlations show that positive attitudes,
subjective norms and high perceived behavioural control are significantly correlated to intention to use
long-distance rail, as proposed in the Theory of Planned Behaviour by Ajzen (1991). This means that for
young people in the Netherlands who have a positive attitude towards long-distance rail and feel that
using this is socially accepted and feasible, are also likely to use it.

6.4 Main research question
How does potential users’ perception of the out-of-vehicle environment
influence their intention to use rail for long distances?
Although several correlations are found, the results indicate that only a limited number out-of-vehicle
elements has a significant effect on intention. Still, these findings are highly important, as they do
confirm the existence of an influence of the out-of-vehicle environment on the intention to use
long-distance rail. Table 20 below summarizes the perception of each element by current and potential
users, and their influence on intention. In this table, indicators that have a significant influence on the
intention to use are highlighted, as well as indicators that are perceived highly positively (with a mean
of above 4), or negatively (with a mean of below 3).
Several indicators for the out-of-vehicle elements are positively correlated with intention to use longdistance rail. These results suggest that a person who has a positive perception of e.g. the ease of storing
luggage, is more likely to have a higher intention to use long-distance rail. This is also the case for the
availability of food shops and other functions, the availability of comfortable seating area, the possibility
of activities while waiting, maintenance, aesthetics, ease of wayfinding around station, safety within the
station during day and evening, the ease of walking around the station and the availability of functions
and other transport modes surrounding the station (see Section 5.5.1). However, all correlations are of
weak to medium strength. This could be explained by the fact that public transport use is related to a
variety of factors, the combination of which might determine public transport behaviour.
In terms of influential relations, the results show that aesthetics have a positive influence on the
intention to use (see 5.5.3). That aesthetics play a role in public transport use is addressed by Evangelinos
and Tscharaktschiew (2021), who found that public transport users attach value to aesthetics of the
transport service, potentially influencing its utility and public acceptability. Secondly, the ease of storing
luggage at the station significantly and positively influences the intention to use long-distance rail. This
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finding can be supported by previous research, that found that people who experience troubles during
their public transport journey, state that this is mostly due to carrying heavy luggage (Aarhaug &
Elvebakk, 2015). The possibility of easily storing luggage may reduce this hindrance, which could be of
particular importance for long-distance rail journeys which are likely to include luggage. A last element
that has a significant positive effect on intention is safety in the station during the evening. Previous
literature points out that perceived safety at train stations influences people’s travel behaviour, resulting
in not only specific behaviours during public transport use (e.g. more mobile phone use or remaining
alert while travelling), but also changing public transport use as a whole (e.g. taking alternative routes,
travelling at certain times of the day, or even travelling less frequently) (Sundling & Ceccato, 2022).
Interestingly, the perceived safety around the station during the evening has been found to have a
significant negative effect on intention. This would suggest that perceived unsafety leads to a higher
intention to use long-distance rail. This finding is in contrast with the findings of the previously
mentioned research by Sundling and Ceccato (2022). The cause for this contradictory result is not clear.
When only taking into account potential users instead of all respondents, it is found that the availability
of comfortable seating area additionally has a positive influence on the intention to use long-distance
rail. The desire for comfort by potential users has been found in other previous literature. Although
focusing on bus services, Bellizzi et al. (2020) found that potential users are more willing to pay for
improved comfort than current users do. However, as the data was collected in the period from 07-062022 to 12-07-2022, it could be possible that some responses were influenced by the ‘chaos’ at the
airports in the Netherlands. Especially Schiphol was marked by delays and long cues due to staff
shortages and a high number of travellers. The media attention that was given to this situation may have
resulted in respondents interpreting or valuing indicators differently, including the availability of a
comfortable seating area. mportant to note is that as uncertainty increased for airplane trips, peoples’
intention to take the train as an alternative may have heightened.
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Table 20: Summarizing table for the perceived out-of-vehicle elements and their influence on intention to use
long-distance rail (N=104)
Out-ofvehicle
elements

Indicators

Functions
within
station

Availability of (food) shops

Station
condition

Other people
Transfer

Wayfinding

Safety

Functions
surrounding
station

Availability of other functions
Availability comfortable seating
area
Ease of storing luggage
Ease of walking within station
Possibility of activities while
waiting
Maintenance
Cleanliness
Aesthetics
Crowdedness
Pleasantness of other's behaviour
Ease of transfer between train and
other modes
Ease of transfer between trains
Ease of wayfinding around station
Ease of wayfinding within station
Clarity of signage within station
Clarity of station layout
Within station during day
Within station during evening
Around station during day
Around station during evening
Availability of functions around
station

Mean
perception
potential user
(n=78)
3,86

Mean
perception
current user
(n=26)
4,08

Influence of
element on
intention
0,000

3,09
3,05

3,31
3,15

0,089
0,174

2,51
3,64
3,10

2,73
3,92
3,38

0,292*
-0,051
0,181

3,33

3,54

-0,003

2,91
2,92
2,15
3,19
3,72

2,81
3,62
2,42
3,42
3,62

-0,205
0,382**
-0,047
0,161
-0,192

3,49
3,47
4,10
3,55
3,50
4,26
3,00
4,05
2,74
3,19

3,15
3,62
4,04
3,38
3,54
4,58
3,38
4,04
2,85
3,27

-0,044
0,172
0,036
-0,084
0,112
-0,188
0,384**
0,160
-0,473**
-0,038

Ease of walking around station
3,18
3,54
0,175
Availability of other transport
3,96
4,04
0,099
modes
** Effect of indicator on intention to use is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Effect of indicator on intention to use is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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7 DISCUSSION
Being the last chapter of this thesis, this part will provide a discussion about the conclusions in light of
the broader context and problem statement. How do the findings contribute to the societal problem of
unsustainable transport behaviour? What does this mean for the urban planning practice and future
research? What recommendations to these fields can be formulated? The following sections address
these questions.

7.1 Recommendations to the urban planning practice
With their interdisciplinary approach, urban planners are able to have insight into the needs, desires,
and resources of different stakeholders. This thesis contributed to the planning practice by analysing the
perceived out-of-vehicle environment from the user perspective, and its role in long-distance travel
behaviour. Adopting the following recommendations, the out-of-vehicle environment can contribute to
attracting potential users, as well as in keeping current users, to provide long-distance mobility while
minimizing the impact on climate change.
Improve the

In the course of connecting more stations to the long-distance rail network, it is

quality of

important for urban planners to consider peoples’ experience of the whole

important out-

journey, including the out-of-vehicle environment. Especially taking into

of-vehicle

account the elements that are perceived negatively but significantly affect

elements

intention to use rail (i.e. safety during the evening and ease of storing luggage)
would be important for young travellers in the Netherlands.
Increasing the feeling of safety be done by e.g. ensuring the presence of
surveillance, good lighting, cleanliness, and basic functions, in particular at night
and in the surroundings of the station. The ease of storing luggage can be
improved by increasing the amount of sufficiently sized lockers, minimizing the
price, and advertise about the possibility of storage. Ensuring good walkability
for people who carry luggage is also of importance, by e.g. providing elevators
and travelators. Lastly, although aesthetics is a subjective concepts, effort
should be put into the aesthetical design of stations, as this is an important
determinant for intention to use long-distance rail.

Aim for tailored

Although this thesis gives a more general view on peoples’ perception, it is

improvements of

important to recognize that each station may differ in its out-of-vehicle

stations that

environment and thus experience by its passengers. Urban planners could, prior
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accommodate

to making changes, conduct similar research for specific train stations so that

long-distance

they can tailor the improvements accordingly.

travellers

Include small

Currently, mostly the major cities in Europe are connected with high-speed and

stations in the

night trains. If smaller stations will be connected to the long-distance rail system

improvement of

in the future, it is important to realise that the out-of-vehicle environments of

the out-of-

these stations might differ from those of the larger cities. Examining and

vehicle

improving the quality of these out-of-vehicle environments is thus crucial in

environment

order to achieve a unified European rail network.

Ensure

The perceived accessibility for people with disabilities during the entire journey

inclusivity in the

is of importance in travel behaviour. Therefore, when promoting long-distance

out-of-vehicle

rail use, it is crucial to consider this aspect in the out-of-vehicle environment as

environment

well. This would include improving the walkability in and around the station, by
e.g. providing spacious and clean walking paths where pedestrians have priority,
elevators and travelators, and parking spaces for people with disabilities.
Additionally, as ease of wayfinding and transferring are important elements, it is
crucial to provide easily readable and audible wayfinding information.

7.2 Recommendations to future research
This thesis combined theories of travel perception and behaviour to explore what factors influence the
intention to use the train for long distances and found that the out-of-vehicle environment plays a role
in this. To increase the understanding of the choice-making process in long-distance travel behaviour
and to minimize the lack of research on this issue, the following recommendations for future research
are formulated.
Explore the

The knowledge gap identified in this thesis (see Chapter 1.1) suggests that

influence of

psychological factors that influence long-distance travel intention are rarely

additional

researched. This thesis contributed to this gap by specifically focusing on the

perceived factors

perception of out-of-vehicle elements that influences peoples’ intention to use
long-distance rail. However, it should be recognized that a variety of other
factors, such as the perceived in-vehicle, system-related or land use
characteristics could also affect this intention (see Chapter 2). Future research
could therefore examine the perception of these factors, to gain a more
comprehensive understanding of the choice-making process of individuals for
long-distance travel.
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Identify more

The theoretical concepts as described in the theoretical framework (see Chapter

relationships

2) suggest that attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control

between the

can act as mediators between external concepts (i.e., the out-of-vehicle

concepts

environment) and intention to use long-distance rail. While for this thesis, time
constraints did not allow for the identification of a mediating effect, future
research could explore this to gain a more comprehensive view of the
relationships between the concepts.
Additionally, safety is shown to be an important determinant for the intention to
use long-distancer rail. As it is recognized that the perceived safety can be
influenced by station characteristics (see Chapter 6.3), future research could
examine how the other out-of-vehicle elements influence the feeling of safety.
This may uncover elements that can be improved in order to increase safety
perceptions, and accordingly, the intention to use long-distance rail.

Use alternative

To measure intention, this thesis used questionnaire items that are often used in

methods for

other research adopting the Theory of Planned Behaviour, which are quite

measuring

obvious questionnaire statements for intention (e.g., I am planning to use long-

intention

distance rail in the next 6 months). However, other methods may have been
beneficial in measuring this concept in a more indirect way. For example,
discrete choice modelling where respondents are asked about their stated
preferences has often been used for measuring intention (De Vos et al., 2022).
When respondents are asked to choose in which out-of-vehicle environment
their intention to use long-distance rail would be higher, this could reveal which
elements are most important in influencing intention in a more indirect way. It
may allow the respondents to consider the out-of-vehicle environment as a
whole, instead of looking at each element individually.

Focus similar

Although young people are considered as a highly relevant target group for

research on

researching long-distance travel behaviour, other groups are of interest as well.

other target

For example, as young people in the Netherlands already form a high share

groups and

among long-distance rail travellers, focusing on a group that is less prominent in

contexts

long-distance rail use would be insightful (e.g., people aged above 40, people
with lower education, as found in the ODiN data, CBS 2022). Additionally,
targeting the research on other European countries with a less extensive rail
network than the Netherlands could result in different findings, which is valuable
when aiming for a more accessible and attractive European rail network.
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Explore the next

After identifying what factors influence the intention to use long-distance rail, it

steps for

would be insightful to research actual behavioural changes after improvements

improving the
out-of-vehicle
environment

of the out-of-vehicle environment.
Additionally, while this thesis gave insight into travel behaviour from the
perspective of (potential) users, future research could explore the other side as
well. As the results uncovered what out-of-vehicle elements require
improvement in order to increase peoples’ intention to use long-distance rail,
the next step would be to see who and what is needed to make practical changes.
Future research could explore the factors (e.g., regulations, resources) that
hinder or enable such improvements, for example by interviewing urban
planners or policy makers.
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APPENDIX I: NOTE-TAKING FORMAT
The format presented below was used for taking detailed notes of the long-distance rail vlogs.
Vlog title: e.g. Cheap German €35 ICE Train!
Publishing channel: e.g. Deana and Phil (100K)
Publication date: e.g. 26/11/2021
Origin-destination (distance): e.g. Göttingen, Germany – Vienna, Austria (783 km)
Observation notes

Reflection notes

[hh:mm:ss]
[hh:mm:ss]
[hh:mm:ss]
[hh:mm:ss]
[hh:mm:ss]
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APPENDIX II: DETAILED NOTES
Regular vloggers
Vlog title: The Long Journey to Italy | 4 Trains, a Ferry, a Bus & a Taxi
Publishing channel: Gabriel Traveler (538K)
Publication date: 02-03-2022
Origin-destination (distance): Ajaccio, France – Naples, Italy (704 km)
Observation notes
[00:05:53] “Why don’t just take a flight? [...] This [a train] will be a
lot cheaper, even though it will take longer.”
[00:06:39] It was only possible to buy the train tickets on the day of
departure. The video-maker is concerned that there will
be a line now to buy the tickets, or that they will be sold
out.
[00:07:31]
[00:07:41]

“Good news, there was no line at all [at the ticket
office]”
“Here is the old train station. For some reason
abandoned [...] because it is falling apart. We got some
nice, at least colourful street art there.”

[00:08:00]

Video-maker uses waiting time to go to the grocery
store.

[00:10:54]

“ guess the train doesn’t go to Bastia. ’m not sure if it is
stopping here [...] So I have to find a bus that is then
going to Bastia.”
Video-maker is unsure about how to continue his trip.
Video-maker shows that the bus is close to the train
platform, waiting on a parking lot.

[00:11:13]

[00:26:44]
[00:30:27]

[00:30:27]
[00:38:32]

Video-maker uses taxi to get from a ferry the train
station.
“ have a about 30 minutes until my next train departs,
so I thought that I would just poke around a little bit, see
what can see near the train station.”
Zebra-crossings around the train station to get to the
city.
Restaurants in train station.

Reflection notes
Long-distance rail trip overall
perceived as beneficial
Limited possibilities to purchase
ticket
Concern about obtaining a ticket
Worries if there will be too many
people to get a ticket
Ease of purchasing tickets
Aesthetics exterior train station
Condition of the building is bad,
low maintenance
Safety issues construction
Accessible shopping facilities
surrounding station
Limited travel information
Uncertainty about transfer
Wayfinding around station
Easy transfer due to easy access
to other transit mode
Parking facilities available
Taxi as access mode
Exploring the area around the
station while waiting for transfer
Walkability/pedestrian friendly
area around train station
Food shops within station

Vlog title: Start of the ULTIMATE Danish weekend!
| Stockholm to Copenhagen by train
Publishing channel: itsCharmzzz (39)
Publication date: 24-12-2021
Origin-destination (distance): Stockholm, Sweden – Copenhagen, Denmark (657 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
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[00:01:58]

“ ’m glad didn’t get lost this time, T-centralen is rather
confusing to me.”

[00:02:05]

Video-maker shows the signage that leads them to the
platform.
Many people at the platform, made it more difficult to
get smoothly in the train.
Video-maker walked out of the train station to explore
the area by foot while waiting for the next train. There is
a big square with some facilities (cafés, benches).

[00:02:20]
[00:04:47]

[00:06:57]
[00:07:10]
[00:08:30]

Video-maker connects to Wi-Fi from a shop as their own
internet does not work.
“ t is actually my first time here in the Copenhagen
central station and it is really pretty!”
Video-maker gets food at food facilities within the train
station.

Confusing layout of station
Difficult wayfinding from access
mode to train station
Fear of getting lost
Functional signage that leads to
platform available
Crowdedness makes smooth
boarding more difficult
Exploring the area around the
station while waiting for transfer
Walkability in area around train
station
Facilities in area around train
station
Services within train station
Aesthetically pleasing interior
station
Possibility to eat out at the train
station

Vlog title: Day 3: Paris to Munich
Publishing channel: Joanna Krueger (8)
Publication date: 16-07-2017
Origin-destination (distance): Paris, France – Munich, Germany (843 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:36] Walking with suitcase from uber to train station
Long-distance trips often include
carrying luggage
Taxi as access mode for trip
Ease of transfer from access mode
to train station
[00:00:37] “Ah look at that, it’s so pretty.”
Aesthetically pleasing exterior of
train station
[00:00:57] “A lot of shopping in here.”
Sufficient shopping facilities at
train station
[00:01:00] “Look at this pretty painting.”
Aesthetically pleasing interior of
train station
[00:01:20] [While pointing at information board] “There is a yellow Language barrier causing
box next to it, and it says 2 à 12. So, I think we have to
uncertainty about the travel
find the gate or platform 2 and 12 is where or train is
information provided at station
leaving from...”
[00:02:23] “We only have like ten minutes to catch our connection
Worries about getting the transfer
so we’re trying to hustle. [...] He’s got both of our
in time
suitcases. hope we make it.”
Luggage makes rushing to
transfer less easy
[00:03:01]

[00:03:36]

Video-makers got off the train one stop too early due to
language barriers and being in an unfamiliar
environment.
“Not only did we get off the train a stop too early, now
we got in the subway going the wrong direction. [...] We
followed the signs, but somehow it was going the
opposite way.”

Language barriers and unfamiliar
environment cause ‘mistakes’
Poor or incorrect signage within
station leads to frustration and
travel hindrance
Poor wayfinding at train station
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[00:03:56]

[00:04:34]

Video-makers pull the luggage upstairs via a ‘slope’ next
to the stairs, made for luggage or other vehicles with
wheels.
[About the whole journey] “That was kind of a tough one
but were here.”

to other transport modes leads to
travel ‘mistakes’
Facilities for carrying luggage
make walking easier
Good walkability around station
Overall journey perceived as
tough

Vlog title: Cheap German €35 CE Train!
(Deutche Bahn Train Review)
Publishing channel: Deana and Phil (100K)
Publication date: 26-11-2021
Origin-destination (distance): Göttingen, Germany – Vienna, Austria (783 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:37] [At the train station] “First we need to get a bakery item. Intention to get food at the train
[...] For the ride, it’s seven hours.”
station for the ride
[00:00:44] “We have a few options for bakery items.”
Sufficient options for food
shopping at train station
[00:01:05] Video-makers are walking from the waiting area to the
Luggage carrying on a longplatform, using a ‘slope’ to easily carry the suitcases
distance trip
Good walkability within train
station
[00:01:23] Video-maker shares a tip using the platform information Sufficient information about train
board. This board indicates where the 1st and 2nd class
provided at platform
stops at the platform, so you can easily and quickly get
into the vehicle.
[00:08:30] Video-maker talks about how they prefer trains over
Long-distance rail trip overall
planes/bus for long distance travel. However, this is
perceived as beneficial
mostly due to in-vehicle aspects (toilets, working,
comfort, space). But also because it is cheaper, and not
much slower than flying. Additionally, you can bring as
much luggage as you want and do not have to pay for it.

Vlog title: Getting the train to Berlin and Vienna | Interrailing instead of flying | Mistakes we made
Publishing channel: Environment with Em (536)
Publication date: 16-07-2019
Origin-destination (distance): Malmö, Sweden – Vienna, Austria (1.167 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:33] “We’re leaving the train station now because we got
Exploring surrounding station
three hours here, so we are going to find somewhere to
while waiting for transfer
eat.”
Relatively long transfer
[00:01:15] Video-makers are walking to the centre with backpacks
Luggage carrying on longand suitcases.
distance trips
[00:01:19] [While someone struggles to roll the suitcase over the
Difficulty of carrying luggage
pavement] “This is why a backpack might be a good
while being out of the vehicle
idea when you’re interrailing.”
Poor walkability around train
station
[00:02:51] Video-makers point out that small luggage is important
Difficulty of carrying luggage on
when you travel by train.
long-distance rail trip
[00:04:46] Overnight ferry-train arrives early in the morning, the
Gap between early arrival and
video-makers try to find something for breakfast, but
opening times food facilities
everything is still closed.
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[00:08:11]
[00:09:51]

[00:10:23]

[00:11:25]
[00:16:51]

[00:18:05]

[00:18:50]
[00:20:00]

[00:20:23]

Video-makers get a taxi-van to take them to the train
station.
[While sitting on the ground in the train station] “Now
we are waiting for my mom and dad to get the two
rental cars. And it’s taking forever for don’t know what
reason. But it’s a bit slow.”
[About in-vehicle elements] Video-maker complains
about poor sleep and comfort on night trains. Thinks
that they won’t take overnight trains anytime soon
again.
Video-maker talks positively about the opportunity to
explore a city while waiting for train.
“We had to pay to put the bags in lockers at the Berlin
train station. [...] Wasn’t that expensive, but still. f we
would have got a hostel room instead, with a shower to
be able to freshen up a little bit, maybe have like a short
nap [...] t’s annoying that you’re coming straight from
the train and then you come out and explore the city,
it's nice to freshen up a little bit.”
Saying it is hard to convince people to take the train
instead of airplane when they are just comparing the
time to get from A to B.
“We were also the last people getting off the train, so
there were no tables for us up there [on the ferry].”
“ think me and him could definitely go on a holiday
similar to this, based on getting the train around. But for
my family, it didn’t work.”

“This holiday was a lot better for the environment than
the usual flying holiday.”

Taxi as access mode
Poor/insufficient comfortable
seating opportunities
Poor transfer between train and
egress mode
Rental car as egress mode

Exploring surroundings while
waiting for transfer
Possibility to store luggage (for
payment) at train station
No possibility for freshening up
after train ride

Often limited comparison
between train and plane
Insufficient seating on train-ferry
waiting area
Differences in intention to use the
train again for future trips
Differences in experiences of the
train trip
Young and pro-environmentally
oriented people experienced it
more positively
Environmental benefits of longdistance rail trip

Vlog title: Ride the OBB NightJet with us from Amsterdam to Vienna!
Publishing channel: Zebulon Ramsbotham (91)
Publication date: 02-01-2022
Origin-destination (distance): Amsterdam, The Netherlands – Vienna, Austria (1.146 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:37] [About checking in with the ticket] “When we first
Scanning tickets can go wrong,
walked up this one was green, now I see that it had
causing worries about scanning
turned red. Oops. This one worked, only a little panic.”
tickets
[00:00:55] “We had a short layover, so we stored our luggage.”
Carrying luggage on long-distance
rail trip
Possibility to store luggage at
train station
[00:01:06] [While waiting on platform] “Quick grocery store dinner
Food facilities within train station
before the train.”
Vlog title: Catching THREE TRAINS from Frankfurt to Prague! 🇨🇿
Publishing channel: Hannah & Gordon's World Tour (2,43K)
Publication date: 17-06-2021
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Origin-destination (distance): Frankfurt, Germany – Prague, Czech Republic (516 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:40] Video-makers are walking to the train station with large
Carrying luggage in long-distance
backpacks.
rail trip
[00:01:41] “This station almost doubles up as a shopping centre.
Sufficient shops within train
There’s so many shops and bakeries and food shops in
station
there. So we’ll just grab our breakfast and then we jump
back on the train [...].”
[00:01:57] “ t’s a shame we’re only in Nuremberg for half an hour
Insufficient waiting time to
because this is actually a pretty historical place.
explore city between transfers
Because a couple kilometres down the road is the
palace of justice [...]”
[00:03:27] Video-makers are waiting on the platform, on a bench in Sufficient seating on platform
a covered waiting area, eating some food. There is
Good quality of seating area on
enough space to also put the bags on the bench.
platform
[00:04:05] Video-makers are running with their backpacks on the
Having to rush to get to the
platforms, trying to catch the next train.
transfer
Fear of missing transfer
[00:07:30] [About entering a new country and Covid-19 checks]
Easy to cross the border
“We just got off the train, and again no stops or no one
asked for anything.”
[00:07:38] “A pretty easy train ride.”
Long-distance rail trip perceived
overall as easy
[00:07:50] “Straight through, no passport control or anything.
Easy to cross the border
really enjoy the train rather than flying.”
Preference for trains over
airplanes due to ease of travelling

Vlog title: Ister Train | Overnight Train Budapest to Bucharest | Travel Day
Publishing channel: Emma & Ofer (3,58K)
Publication date: 26-10-2019
Origin-destination (distance): Budapest, Hungary – Bucharest, Romania (834 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:02:05] Video-makers carry suitcases.
Carrying luggage in long-distance
rail trip
[00:02:15] Video-makers sit in a café to eat some food, within the
Possibility to eat out at train
train station. Ticketing machines and information
station
boards are visible in the background, as well as travel
Different means of providing
information announcements.
travel information (visible and
audible)
[00:04:56] Train stops at midnight, where the train crosses the
Passport control in-vehicle
border, so that the border officials can check the
passports of the passengers.
[00:07:46] “We’re waiting for a car to takes us to our Airbnb in
Taxi or rental car as egress mode
Bucharest.”
Vlog title: Overnight Train to Prague from Milan (20 Hours!)
Publishing channel: The Passport Couple (2,67K)
Publication date: 28-04-2022
Origin-destination (distance): Prague, Czech Republic – Milan, Italy (871 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:02] “We had to repack quite a bit of stuff to make it easier to Amount and type of luggage
walk this time.”
determines ease of getting
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[00:00:09]

“We have two hours until our train, so we’re going to
head out and have an about 15-to-20-minute walk. t’s
cold, it’s dark, and we’re walking with suitcases so,
hopefully it goes well.”

[00:01:15]

Due to not having the correct destination on a
wayfinding app, the video-makers can’t find the station
and have to spend extra time to walk to the station.
“There’s over 30 trains leaving in the next 45 minutes, so
our train is not on the board yet. So I have no idea where
to go, there’s like 13 different platforms. This place is
massive.”
“Our train gate hasn’t been announced yet, but on this
printed sheet it says bin six every day. [...] ’m guessing
it’s bin six.”
Video-makers try to be the first in line to get in the train.
However, they are waiting at the platform for a long
time because there is a 50-minute delay.
There is a national strike on the next day, which could
affect the departure of the train. They are worried that
they might get stranded somewhere randomly in the
middle of the night.
“ t finally says platform six. hope it’s coming. don’t
want to have to figure out a million other things.
“Our train is not on the board yet and we have to go to
information first to try and switch our tickets. Because
we still have tickets for 9:10 train: clearly not happening
since it’s 9 55.”
“We found the ticket area instead of the information,
because that was not helpful. [At the information area]
it looks like there’s a lot of information here, and there’s
nobody to help you. This is the ticket area, also no
people.”
“That was ridiculously easy. He just printed me a change
in timetable ticket [...]. Super easy.”
Video-makers struggling to get the suitcases up on the
stairs.
Video-makers sit and eat while waiting for the train to
board.

[00:01:50]

[00:02:54]

[00:03:47]

[00:04:00]

[00:05:06]
[00:12:34]

[00:12:50]

[00:13:13]
[00:13:45]
[00:13:50]

[00:15:15]

Video-makers use Google Maps to find their way from
the train station to their destination. They use an uber
or rental car to get to the destination.

around while taking long-distance
rail
Carrying luggage on long-distance
trip
Exploring surroundings while
waiting for train
Worries about getting around
while carrying luggage and being
in the dark/cold
Difficult wayfinding around the
station
Too much information, too big of
a station, making wayfinding
within station more difficult
Having to guess due to poor realtime information provision
Waiting on platform due to delay
of train
Worries and uncertainty about
continuation of the trip

Worries about managing changes
in the planned trip
Poor information provision
Having to switch tickets due to
delay
Poor information provision
Insufficient staff to help

Helpful staff, but difficult to find
Carrying luggage is difficult within
train station due to stairs
Sufficient seating and waiting
areas within station
Possibilities to purchase food
within station
Own device is needed to find the
way around station
Taxi as egress mode

Vlog title: WE TOOK AN OVERNIGHT TRAIN ACROSS GERMANY 🇩🇪 Germany Travel Vlog
Publishing channel: Ash & Kels (13,5K)
Publication date: 03-02-2022
Origin-destination (distance): Munich, Germany – Cologne, Germany (517 km)
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[00:00:20]
[00:00:31]

[00:00:43]
[00:00:52]
[00:01:15]

[00:02:03]

[00:02:11]
[00:02:31]

[00:02:41]

[00:07:59]

Observation notes
“ t’s a little bit cold outside now so we’ve come really
early to the train station”
“We’ve been carrying our bags around all day [...] and
they get pretty heavy after a while so we’re going to stay
here and chill out for a little bit.”

“From what we’ve seen there’s a shopping mall [...]
downstairs, so we’re probably going to check that out.”
“This is our home for the next few hours.”
“About three hours have probably passed. We have just
been in McDonald’s more in the city centre, just to kill
some time.”
“Quite enjoying people watching at the moment.
There’s quite a lot of drunk people wobbling by and it’s
quite fun.”
“Platform 15... or it might be 16, we can’t really see.”
Disappointed that the train on the platform is not their
train yet, so they have to wait outside the vehicle until it
arrives at midnight.
Video-makers are sitting on the ground (no chair/bench)
while waiting, in winter jackets, gloves, hats.

“Under the train station there’s some shops and stuff so
we’re just chilling out here and wait.”

Reflection notes
Going to the station to shelter
from weather conditions
Spend the waiting time in train
station due to carrying luggage
Not very comfortable to carry
luggage during long-distance rail
trips
Using facilities (shops) for
spending waiting time
Long waiting time for transfer
Easy access to city centre
Exploring surroundings while
waiting
Quieter in the evening, but also
drunk people within the station
that behave differently
Poor signage causes confusion
Long wait, not possible to have
early access to the train vehicle
No comfortable waiting/seating
area
No comfortable temperature
Insufficient waiting/seating area
Using station facilities while
waiting

Vlog title: GOING FROM MADRID TO BARCELONA 🚅BY TRAIN / vlog/ AVE
Publishing channel: SUPER RIOTH (508)
Publication date: 04-03-2021
Origin-destination (distance): Madrid, Spain – Barcelona, Spain (624 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:04:09] “Madrid’s most beautiful train station in my opinion.”
Aesthetically pleasing interior
station
[00:05:10] “ am finally here. t was a long way to come walking
Walking as access ‘mode’
from Gran ia to Puerta de Atocha’s train station.”
[00:05:13] “The temperature here is absolutely boiling hot [...], not Tropical plants: aesthetically
hot but it’s like humid. Because obviously they’ve got
pleasing but creating a humid,
these tropical plants.”
uncomfortable climate
[00:06:27] Travelator (moving walkways) to the platforms.
Wheelchair/suitcase-friendly
access to platform
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Vlog title: Madrid to Lisbon by Train in 2021! What a faff!
Publishing channel: Dylan’s Travel Reports (105K)
Publication date: 27-08-2021
Origin-destination (distance): Madrid, Spain – Lisbon, Portugal (634 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:01:40] “Upon entering [...] you’ll be greeted by something
‘Entertainment’ available while
you’ve probably never seen in a railway station before
waiting for train
[...], the famous tropical garden. [...] Ordinarily, you’d be
able to go for a wander around the garden while you
wait for your train [...].”
[00:02:18] “Moving further into the station, you’ll find a fairly good
Sufficient facilities (shops, food)
selection of shops and eateries.”
within station
[00:02:31] “The journey to Badajoz takes over five hours, so you’re Need to get food on train station
going to want to make sure to pack some form of food
for a long-distance trip
and drink.”
[00:03:04] Video-maker explains how to access the platforms for
Difference in accessing platforms
an intercity trip, as this is not very clearly indicated at
for regional vs. intercity trips
the station.
Difficulty of finding way within
station
[00:03:22] “Ticket check complete, we now find ourselves in a little Waiting area is only accessible
waiting area which just features a few seats and some
with ticket
overpriced vending machines.”
Insufficient seating possibilities
within waiting area
Too expensive vending
machines/food
[00:03:32] “The waiting room has no departure boards and
Language barriers
announcements in this part of the station are only made Lack of understandable
in Spanish. [...] Now paranoid I might not understand
information provision in English
the announcements and miss my train, I made my way
cause worries about missing train
out to the platform area in the hope of finding a
Lack of information provision at
departure board with my train on it, but to no avail.”
platform
[00:03:55] Video-maker hears a Spanish announcement and tries
Language barriers, lack of
to translate it, so that he could go to the right platform.
understandable information
provision
[00:12:14] Video-maker mentions an overnight layover is needed
for this trip.
[00:12:29] Video-maker mentions that there were about 10 security Presence of security staff
officers standing at the platform when he exited the
train, which is why he did not film that.
[00:12:40] “From the station it is just a 20-minute walk [...] to my
Walking as egress mode
hotel for the evening. After an enjoyable walk through
Easy to walk to the city from
the beautifully lit streets of Badajoz [...].”
station
Aesthetically pleasing walking
route
Sufficiently lit walking route
[00:13:54] Video-maker explores the city while waiting for next
Exploring city while waiting for
train.
train
[00:14:35] “[...] the building site that is Estacio de Badajoz”
Not aesthetically pleasing area
around (construction site)
[00:14:41] “The station doesn’t feature anything in the way of
Lack of facilities within train
shops or eateries, it’s literally just a hall with a
station
departure board and a ticket office.”
Good walkability around train
Video-maker adds that the city centre is “just a short
station
walk away” that has many facilities.
Good accessibility from station to
city centre
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[00:22:55]

Video-maker talks about the time/price ratio for taking
the train, bus or flight. He acknowledges that probably
for many people, the train is not “worth the hassle”.

Differences in perception of
benefits when comparing
train/bus/plane

Vlog title: London to Amsterdam by Eurostar
Publishing channel: The Man in Seat 61 (164K)
Publication date: 11-02-2022
Origin-destination (distance): London, United Kingdom – Amsterdam, The Netherlands (540 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:45] Passengers need to go through check-in gates with their Border control at station before
tickets, after which they go through security and
boarding
passport control.
[00:00:51] There is a waiting lounge where you wait for the
Sufficient facilities within train
announcement of boarding, including toilets, café,
station
phone and laptop charging points.
Sufficient information provision
at waiting area
[00:01:09]

Travelators for going to the platform.

[00:11:30]

“There are no formalities on arrival, you just walk off the
train and into the city.”

Good walkability within station,
wheelchair/suitcase-friendly
access to the platform
Easy to egress the rail trip
Good accessibility between
station and city centre

Vlog title: SNCF TGV - Milano to Paris via The Alps - First Class Review (TGV Réseau)
Publishing channel: Superalbs Travels (14,5K)
Publication date: 23-09-2020
Origin-destination (distance): Milan, Italy – Paris, France (851 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:15] Video-maker walks via a pedestrian crossing into the
Pedestrian-friendly area around
station building, where immediately some shops are,
station
although they seem closed.
Shops available within station,
but closed in early hours
[00:00:26] “Early in the morning, at 05 45, this station is almost
Almost no people in station in
entirely deserted, with just a few passengers for the TGV early hours
service to Paris.”
[00:00:47] Guidelines for blind/visually impaired people are visible Inclusive design for walkability
on the floor.
within station
[00:00:52] “Doesn’t this station remind you of an airport? think it
Comparison to airport design
feels quite similar to one, especially here in the
concourse.”
[00:01:13] “Today’s ride will depart from platform 12 here at
Border control at station before
Milano P.G., and border control is done prior to
boarding
boarding on the platform.”
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Vlog title: Vienna to Brussels onboard Nightjet's luxurious accommodation - Deluxe review
Publishing channel: Simply Railway (175K)
Publication date: 26-11-2021
Origin-destination (distance): Vienna, Austria – Brussels, Belgium (1.103 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:57] “You’ll find everything you need inside [the train
Sufficient facilities inside station
station]. t’s basically a mall inside a transit (rail, bus
Station is a hub for multiple
and subway) hub.”
modes
[00:01:13] “My Nightjet to Brussels isn’t displayed yet... Let’s hit
Spending waiting time in lounge
the ÖBB lounge.”
at station
[00:01:28]

[00:02:37]

“The lounge is accessible to all sleeping car passengers
from any train leaving ienna... That’s pretty cool.”
“The lounge offers coffee and tea, drinks and light
snacks.”
“And check out the view [from the lounge], pretty cool!”

[00:04:08]

“ ienna Hbf is a true hub for overnight trains.”

[00:04:24]

“This is odd... we are a few minutes before departure
time, and the train is still not here.”
“We’re going to be late, that’s for sure. At least we can
enjoy this double Railjet arriving...”

[00:01:55]

[00:04:36]

[00:07:37]
[00:27:36]

[00:28:31]

“Since the train was supposed to have already left, it’s
quite a mess right now.”
“Now here is a good idea! ÖBB provides you with a
paper that justifies the delay (120 minutes at the
moment) in case you are lot for something.”
Staff is present when passengers exit the train, saying
goodbye to the passengers.

Separate lounge for night train
passengers, positive perception
Possibility to eat at lounge
Aesthetically pleasing view from
lounge
Many overnight trains at this
station
Worries about train departure
Enjoying watching other trains
while waiting
Having to wait at platform for
delayed train
Too crowded, making entering
the train unclear
Good service for delayed trains

Staff presence when exiting train
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Vlog title: PARIS to MILAN by train: Spectacular TGV through the Alps
Publishing channel: Wingin’ t! Paul Lucas (266K)
Publication date: 28-02-2019
Origin-destination (distance): Paris, France – Milan, Italy (851 km)
Observation notes
[00:01:18] “[...] one of the benefits of visiting hall one is the
opportunity to see one of the world’s most glamorous
station buffets. [...] it’s got a fantastic reputation and
offers an exquisite dining experience, although at these
prices don’t think ’ll be making a visit today.”
[00:01:44] Video-maker recommends that 1st class passengers of
French trains should get some food at the train stations
as it is not included in the ticket price. In-vehicle, the
food is expensive.
[00:02:07] “Gard de Lyon is steeped in history.”
[00:07:46]

[00:11:22]

[About stopping for a few minutes in Lyon] “
recommend if you have the chance to get out and
stretch your legs.”
Video-maker does not arrive at the main station but
mentions that to the main station it is just a 20-minute
walk.

Reflection notes
High quality food facilities within
train station, possibility to eat out
Expensive food facilities

Intention to get food at train
station for using in-vehicle

Aesthetically pleasing interior
Being able to get out of the
vehicle when it has a stop
Need to take another mode or
walk to arrive at centre
Main station easily accessible by
foot
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Vlog title: Trip report Amsterdam - Berlin by train (Silk Road part 1 Netherlands to China by train).
Publishing channel: Trainviking (5,96K)
Publication date: 29-09-2019
Origin-destination (distance): Amsterdam, The Netherlands – Berlin, Germany (656 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:01:18]
[About architecture] “Amsterdam Central station is a
Aesthetically pleasing exterior
lovely station.”
[00:01:40]
“Most station in the Netherlands do have access
Need to access platforms through
gates.”
gates
[00:01:50]
“Here in Amsterdam there is always staff available to
Sufficient staff available
assist you. But when there is no staff available, you can Easy to reach or approach staff
just press the information button.”
[00:02:11]
Video-maker mentions all the connecting transport
Easy and affordable to transfer to
modes on the front and back side of the station,
access/egress mode
including a free ferry.
[00:002:19] “ n Amsterdam Central station you can find lots of
Sufficient shops within train
shops. Of course you can find the regular shops you
station
may expect at the station to make your journey more
Shops within train station make a
comfortable, but there are lots of other shops available journey comfortable
as well. Please, do mind the opening hours because
Limited opening hours shops
when you go here on an early Saturday morning like
within train station
me, most of them are closed.”
[00:02:40]
“One of the things really like about Amsterdam
Aesthetically pleasing interior
Central station are the mirrors at the ceiling at the back
of the station. This gives a really spacious look [...].”
[00:02:45]
“When you’re traveling with first class, you may use the Special lounge for 1st class
NS international lounge, which is located on platform
international rail passengers
2. Please do mind that the opening hours in the
Limited opening hours lounge
weekend are limited.”
[00:03:10]
“On the platform there’s a special screen that shows
Accurate real-time information
the train composition. In the Netherlands, these
provision about vehicle on
screens are digital, so whenever the train composition
platform
is changing for whatever reason, it’s still displayed
correctly.”
[00:11:13]
Video-maker made use of a luggage drop-off, so that
Luggage drop-off facilities at
he could explore a museum in the city while waiting for station
the next train.
Waiting time used to explore city
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Vlog title: OBB NIGHTJET REVIEW: EUROPE'S BEST SLEEPER TRAIN? / AUSTRIAN TRAIN TRIP REPORT
Publishing channel: Nonstop Eurotrip (35,4K)
Publication date: 14-08-2020
Origin-destination (distance): Venice, Italy – Vienna, Austria (585 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:01:34] “ nside there’s a wide variety of shops; clothing,
Sufficient shops within train
jewellery, books, food and drink... and many ticket
station
machines.”
Sufficient ticket machines within
train station
[00:01:57]

[00:02:43]
[00:16:42]

[00:17:15]

“Unlike some other larger talian stations, there are no
ticket checks before you can access the platforms here,
either high speed or regional.”
The train arrives at platform “just” 10 minutes before
departure time.
“ have to say Wien Hbf is an example of the perfect train
station; t’s so well designed; stylish and functional at
the same time.”
“ f you’ve travelled in a sleeper cabin you get access to
the lounge on arrival. t’s a good place to wait for a
connection and there is a nice selection of free drinks
and snacks available.”

No ticket checks/access gates
before entering platform
Train arrives relatively late at
platform before departure
Aesthetically pleasing interior
Sufficiently functional
Extra service at station for night
train passengers
Comfortable waiting area
Free food and drinks available
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Vlog title: Travelling 16 HOURS between Rome and Vienna with OBB Nightjet SEAT CAR! Is the price worth
it?
Publishing channel: Travel in Europe of Train (189)
Publication date: 20-08-2021
Origin-destination (distance): Rome, Italy – Vienna, Austria (1.122 km)
Observation notes
Reflection notes
[00:00:10] “After travelled with talo, ate a pizza here [at Roma
Possibility to eat out at train
Termini’s terrace] before heading to my first overnight
station
and international [train] review.”
[00:00:34] “The train is famous for its big delays... will I experience
Worries about having to
it?”
wait/having delays
[00:00:48] People are playing piano in the train station waiting
‘Entertainment’ possibilities
hall.
within station
[00:00:54] “Now we are in the newer area, the first floor which is
Sufficient restaurants/food shops
dedicated mostly to any kind of restaurant and to wait
Comfortable, peaceful waiting
peacefully [for] trains, also having a very great view.”
area
Aesthetically pleasing view from
waiting area
[00:01:18] “[...] On top of the magnificent Roma Termini.”
Aesthetically pleasing exterior
[00:01:27]

“[An area at the station] is perfect to spend some time
before the departure. You can avoid the chaos of the
crowd and chill a bit, eating, spotting and watching
trains. You can get here thanks to elevators and
escalators [...].”

Comfortable, quiet waiting area
Sufficient possibilities to buy food
Good walkability due to
elevator/escalators (for
disabilities, luggage, wheels)

[00:01:34]

Arrows are visible on the ground to guide people their
way.
“The new upper zone of Roma Termini will also have a
three-level parking garage. [...] Remember that Roma
Termini has a huge amount of shops on minus one
floor.”
“Let’s reach the main hall, thanks to the elevator. ’ll
show you how easy it is. The access to the elevators is
right in front of the track access.”
“ ’m in the very crowded hall...”

Signage present

[00:01:39]

[00:01:38]

[00:02:38]
[00:02:50]

[00:29:23]

Video-maker explains that different gates are separated
by glass walls, making it easy to see where to be as a
passenger.
“Also in little stations, we have very nice waiting points
covered with glass. Everything is very clean, love
Austria.”

Sufficient parking spaces at train
station
Sufficient shops inside station
Good walkability due to elevators
Location of elevators makes it
easy to find the way
Too crowded at main hall, but
separated from waiting area
Clear separation of gates makes
wayfinding easier
Waiting area at platforms are
covered (shelter for weather
conditions)
Cleanliness of stations in certain
country
Aesthetically pleasing platforms
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APPENDIX III: SURVEY
Survey: Long-distance rail travel
Thank you for opening this survey. My name is Rosa, and I am studying the master Urban
Environmental Management at Wageningen University & Research. For my thesis, I am interested in
your perception of travelling by train for long-distances.
The survey takes 5-10 minutes and consists of four sections. You can withdraw at any moment. Your
responses are anonymous and will be used for the purpose of this thesis only.
The aim of the survey is to understand your perception of using rail for long distances. There are no
right or wrong answers. A long-distance rail trip is between 500-1500 km, for example from Amsterdam
to Berlin (656 km, ± 6 hours), or from Vienna to Brussels (1.103 km, ± 11 hours).

I agree to participate and allow for the use of my anonymised data.
Yes, no

Section 1: Travel experience
A long-distance trip is between 500-1500 km, for example from Amsterdam to Berlin (656 km), or from
Vienna to Brussels (1.103 km).
Have you used the train for a long-distance trip before?
Yes, no
[If no] Are you planning to use the train for a long-distance trip within the next 6 months?
Yes, maybe, no
Which transport mode do you currently use the most if you travel for a long distance?
Car, airplane, train, bus, shared car, taxi, other [...], don’t travel long distances
Imagine that you want to travel for a long distance, and the price is the same for all transport modes
(car, airplane, train etc.). How important are the following factors in your choice for transport mode?
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Time needed to travel, purpose of travelling (e.g. vacation, work, visiting family), stay
duration (e.g. a day, two weeks, half a year), punctuality (on-time arrival and
departure), comfort, safety
Are there any other factors that are important for your decision? If yes, please type them here:

Section 2: Perception
Important: Imagine that you will use the train for a long-distance trip (500-1500 km), for example from
Amsterdam to Berlin (656 km), or from Vienna to Brussels (1.103 km). It is likely that you would have to use
additional transport modes besides the train; however, for this survey, it is important to only consider the
experience in and around the train station. The focus is on the train station, not on the vehicle (the train)
itself.
Please indicate how you perceive the following elements:
Functions within train station
Availability (food) shops
Availability other facilities (e.g. Wi-Fi, charging points for devices, bathrooms)
Availability comfortable seating area
Very poor – very good
I think that...
... I can easily store my luggage at a train station whenever I have to wait.
... I can easily walk around in the train station (also with e.g. luggage, wheelchair).
...There are enough activities within a train station that I can do while waiting (e.g. shopping, relaxing,
exploring surroundings).
Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Station condition
I think that...
... The maintenance of the train station building is often good.
... Train stations are often unclean.
... Train stations are often aesthetically pleasing.
Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Other people at the station
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It is often crowded at a train station.
There are often people showing unpleasant behaviour.
Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Transfer
Ease of transferring between train and other transport modes (e.g. bus, taxi, metro)
Ease of transferring between different trains
Very difficult – very easy
Wayfinding
Ease of wayfinding in the surroundings of the train station (e.g. to the busses, to the entrance of the
station)
Ease of wayfinding within the train station (e.g. to the platform)
Very difficult – very easy
Clarity signage within train station (e.g. language barriers, readability signage)
Clarity station layout (e.g. logical design, logical walking routes)
Very unclear – very clear
Safety
Within a train station, during the day I feel...
Within a train station, during the evening I feel...
In the surroundings of a train station, during the day I feel...
In the surroundings of a train station, during the evening I feel...
Very unsafe – very safe
Surroundings of train station
There is often enough to explore in the surroundings of a train station, while I have to wait.
It is easy to walk around in the surroundings of a train station (e.g. with luggage, wheelchair).
There are enough other transport modes available at a train station (e.g. busses, taxi, metro).
Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Please indicate to what extent you perceive these elements as important:
Functions within train station (e.g. shops, bathrooms)
Station condition (e.g. maintenance, aesthetics)
Other people (e.g. crowdedness, behaviour)
Ease of transferring
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Ease of wayfinding
Safety
Surroundings of train station
Very unimportant – very important
Are there any other elements in or around a train station that you would find important during a longdistance rail trip? If yes, please type them here:

Section 3: Your opinion
This section focuses on your opinion about using the train for long-distances in general. A long-distance
trip is between 500-1500 km, for example from Amsterdam to Berlin (656 km), or from Vienna to Brussels
(1.103 km).
I think using rail for long distances is...
Good
Fun
Comfortable
Unsafe
Easy
Not worth the costs (e.g. time, money)
Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements:
My family would approve of me using the train for a long-distance trip.
My close friends would approve of me using the train for a long-distance trip.
Most people like me use the train for long-distance trips.
Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements:
I am confident that I can use the train for a long-distance trip.
I am financially able to make a long-distance rail trip.
I have enough time to use the train for a long-distance trip.
It is difficult for me to use the train for a long-distance trip.
I have enough information to make a long-distance rail trip.
I am physically able to travel by train for a long-distance trip.
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Strongly disagree – strongly agree
Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements:
It is likely that I will choose the train for a long-distance trip in the future.
I intend to use the train next time I will make a long-distance trip.
I am planning to make a long-distance trip by train within 6 months.
Strongly disagree – strongly agree

Section 4: Personal information
My age is...
17 or younger, 18-19, 20-24, 25-27, 28-29, 30 or older
I am...
Male, female, other, I prefer not to say
My highest completed education is...
No completed education, primary education, secondary education, vocational
education, higher education, other [...]

Thank you!
[If participated]
May I contact you in case I have further questions? If yes, please type your e-mail address here:
Would you like to be informed about the results of my study? If yes, please type your e-mail address
here:
Thank you very much for participating. Please click on ‘Submit’ to complete the survey. If there are any
questions or comments, please contact rosa.vangestel@wur.nl.
Sharing this survey with other interested people is highly appreciated!

[If not participated]
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Would you like to be informed about the results of my study? If yes, please type your e-mail address
here:
Thank you, you can now submit or close the survey. If there are any questions or comments, please
contact rosa.vangestel@wur.nl.
Sharing this survey with other interested people is highly appreciated!
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